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Executive Sununary

This report discusse.s the results of ai major 1987 survey and study
dealing twith seuxal harassment in the Federal workplace. It
marks the second time the U.S. Merit Syster7s Protection Board
has. ociused on this important topic. A,; an update, the report pro-

vides some contrasts and comparisons with data gathered in the
Board's first landmark study of seaual harass-ment in 1980. It
details findings on employee attitudes toward and experiences
with uninvited behavior of a se.rual nature. It also describes the
actions FIederal agencies have taken in their (ffirts to reduce sex-
ual harassment, and the financial as well as human costs when
those efforts fall short. The report reviews relevant case law that
has developed over the last 7 years as the Board and the courts
have sought to dfine the legal rights and redress for victims of
sexual harassmeent. It concludes with recntmnendations for future
action within the Government.

Background
In late 1979, the Subcommittee on kind" broad-scale survey of the at-
Investigations of the U.S. House of titudes and experiences of a
Representatives' Committee on representative cross-section of
Post Office and Civil Service re- both self-identified victims and
quested that the U.S. Merit nonvictims within the Federal
Systems Protection Board (MSIPB) Government.
conduct a thorough and In 1986, on its own initiative,
authoritative study of sexual the Board decide( to conduct a
harassment in the Federal followup study on sexual harass-
workplace. The Board was asked ment to determine what changes,
to carry out the study since it is if any, had occurred in the Federal
an independent, quasi-judicial Government since the time of the
agency that decides appeals from first study. As part of this
personnel actions taken against followup study, which was con-
Federal employees and conducts ducted in 1987, a questionnaire
studies of the civil service and that replicated much of the
other merit systems. It is responsi- original survey was used so
ble for protecting the integrity of responses for 1987 could be com-
the Federal civil service system pared with the 1980 data. The
from abuse. questionnaire was sent to a

The initial study of sexual representative cross-section of ap-
harassment conducted by MSPB in proximately 13,000 Federal
1980, with a final report issued in employees, and 8,523 employees
early 1981, was a "first of its responded.



One of the difficulties inherent Summary of Findings
in any discussion of sexual harass-
ment is that the term itself is a Compared to 7 years ago,
"term of art" that holds different Federal workers are now more
meanings for different people. In inclined to define certain types
late 1979, the U.S. Office of Per- of behavior as sexual harass-
sonnel Management (OPM) issued ment. For example, in 1980 ap-
a policy statement that defined proximately 77 percent of all
sexual harassment as "deliberate employees considered uninvited
or repeated unsolicited verbal pressure for dates by a supervisor
comments, gestures, or physical to be sexual harassment. In 1987
contact of a sexual nature which that percentage had increased to
are unwelcome." In 1980 the Equal almost 84 percent. Likewise, in
Employment Opportunity Commis- 1980, 84 percent of male
sion (EEOC) issued guidelines on employees and 91 percent of
unlawful discrimination because of female employees considered un-
sex that expanded this definition, wanted supervisory pressure for
EEOC specified, for example, that sexual favors to be sexual harass-
conduct of a sexual nature could mnent. In 1937 those percentages
be considered sexual harassment if had increased to 95 percent and
it created "an intimidating, hostile, 99 percent, respectively. Similar
or offensive working environ- changes were seen in employee at-
ment." The EEOC guidelines also titudes about most other types of
noted that a determination of the behavior.
legality of a!P .ed sexually harass-
ing conduct would be made from In 1987, 42 percent of all
the facts, on a case-by-case basis. women and 14 percent of all

Since the EEOC guidelines were men reported they experienced
issued, a body of legal precedents, some form of uninvited and un-
including a 1986 Supreme Court wanted sexual attention. Despite
decision, has provided legal an apparent increase in the level
clarification as to what constitutes of sensitivity about what behavior
sexual harassment. For purposes of may be considered sexual harass-
this-report, however, the Board ment, there has-been no signifi-
relies upon the expressed views of cant change since the Board's last
Federal employees for its defini- survey in 1980 in the percentage
tion. If a respondent to the of Federal employees who say they
Board's survey stated that he or have received such uninvited and
she had received uninvited or un- unwanted attention. Within the
wanted sexual attention during context of this report, unwanted
the preceding 24 months, that was and uninvited sexual attention is
counted as an incident of sexual considered sexual harassment.
harassment even though not every Interestingly, among current
incident, if fully investigated, Federal employees who had also
would necessarily meet the legal worked outside the Federal
definition of sexual harassment. Government, the preponderant

As this report discusses, sexual opinion is that sexual harassment
harassment in the workplace, like is no more of a problem in the
racial discrimination, can be a per- Government than outside it.
vasive form of illegal discrimina-
tion that is both difficult to The most frequently expe-
precisely measure and difficult to rienced type of uninvited sexual
change. Yet, like racial discrimina- attention is "unwanted sexual
tion, sexual harassment must be teasing, jokes, remarks, or
addressed so that positive change questions." The least frequently
can occur. The purpose of this experienced type of harass-
report is to clarify the nature and ment-"actual or attempted
extent of the problem within the rape or assault"-is also
Federal Government, to review arguably the most severe. Sexual
some of the actions taken during harassment takes many forms and
the last 7 years to address that an employee may experience more
problem, and to offer some sugges- than one form. In answering-the

2 tions for future efforts. Board's 1987 survey, 35 percent



of all female respondents and 12 However, as the Board found in
percent of all male respondents 1980, despite this generalization,
said they experienced some type sexual harassment is still widely
of "unwanted sexual teasing, distributed among women and
jokes, remarks, or questions." men of all ages, backgrounds, and
Also in 1987, approximately .8 job categories.
percent of all female respondents
and .3 percent of male respond- Many victims tried more than
ents said they experienced "actual one response to unwanted sex-
or attempted rape or assault." ual attention. Although later

judged ineffective by most of
The incidence rate for alleged them, almost half of all victims
sexual harassment varies by tried to ignore the behavior or
agency. For example, in 1987 a otherwise did nothing in
high of 52 percent of the female response. In 1987, only 5 percent
employees at the Department of of both female and male victims
State claimed they experienced said they took some type of for-
some form of uninvited sexual at- mal action. Although most
tention, compared to a low of 29 employees were aware of the
percent of the female employees availability of formal action-e.g.,
at the Department of Health and filing a grievance or a discrimina-
Human Services. Moreover, among tion complaint-very few chose to
the 16 agencies whose employees use those potential remedies.
were surveyed in both 1980 and-
1987, several did show some shifts When victims of sexual harass-
in the percentage of employees ment did take positive action in
claiming-they experienced unin- response to unwanted sexual at-
vited and-unwanted sexual atten- tention, it was-largely informal
tion. A few-agencies (for example, action and, in many cases, was
the Departments of Labor and judged to be effective. The most
Transportation) experienced a sig- effective and frequently taken in-
nificart decline in the percentage formal action was simply telling
of female employees who said the harasser to stop. Forty-four
they were harassed. percent of the -female victims and

25 percent of the male victims
Coworkers are much more likely said they took -this action and, in
than supervisors to be the over 60 percent of the cases, both
source of sexual harassment. In groups said it "made things
1987, 69 percent of female victims better."
and 77 percent of male victims
said they were harassed by a Among the 22-largest Federal
coworker or another employee departments and agencies
without supervisory authority over surveyed, all had issued policy
them. Only 29 percent of the statements or other internal
female victims and 19 percent of guidance during the 7-year
the male victims cited someone -in period from FY 1980 through FY
their supervisory chain as the 1986 concerning prohibitions
source of their harassment. This against sexual harassment. How
pattern is consistent with the frequently that guidance was up-
Board's 1980 findings, dated and each agency's method

of dissemination -varied. Most
Some individuals are more likely employees, however, said they are
than others to be victims of sex- aware of their agency's policies
ual harassment. For example, regarding sexual- harassment and
based- on the -data obtained- in the internal complaint. procedures
1987, women who: are single or available to victims.
divorced;-are between the ages of
20 and 44; -have some college Every agency maintained it pro-
education; have a nontraditional vided training on the issue of
job; or work-in a predominantly sexual harassment, although
male environment or for a male most efforts were directed at
supervisor have the greatest managers and personnel and
chance of being sexually harassed. equal employment opportunity :3



officials rather than nonsuper- wanted -and inappropriate in the
visory employees. Most (18 of 22) workplace. In addition, most
agencies estimated that during the employees are now-aware that sex-
7-year period from FY 1980 ual harassment is contrary to
through FY 1986, the average established agency policy. During
eml)loyee spent 2 hours or fewer this time, Federal agencies have
in training related to sexual also taken a number of actions
harassment. It should be noted, designed to reduce the incidence
however, that agencies are not re- of sexual harassment and at least
quired to keep detailed records in a few agencies have had some suc-
this regard and, therefore, most cess in this regard.
responses tended to be "best Despite these positive trends,
estimates." however, the overall bottom line

did not change. Uninvited and un-
Most agencies maintained that wanted sexual attention was ex-
they have taken a number of dif- perienced by almost the identical
ferent actions in an effort to proportion of the work force in
reduce sexual harassment and 1987 as in 1980. Sexual harass-
that, in most cases, those ac- ment is still a pervasive, costly,
tions have been effective, and systemic problem within the
Employees were more skeptical. Federal workplace.
For example, every agency
surveyed said it provided "swift The Board recommends that:
and thorough investigations of
complaints" and that such in- All agency employees should
vestigations- vere effective. Only be periodically -reminded of
32 percent of the employees their -responsibilities and held
surveyed felt their agencies pro- accountable for compliance
vided such investigations, with Federal law and agency

policy prohibiting sexual
During the 2-year period from harassment in the workplace.May 1985 through May 1987, It must be clear that sexuallysexual harassment cost the harassing behavior by any
Federal Government an employee cannot and will not

estimated $267 million. This be tolerated. This can be ac-
cost is in addition to the per- complished in a number of ways,
sonal cost and anguish many of including issuing an agency
the victims -had to bear. This con- policy statement signed by the

servative estimate is derived by head of the agency detailing-the
calculating the cost of replacing specific prohibited practices and
employees who leave their jobs as the penalties associated with
a-result of sexual harassment, of those -practices. This statement

paying sick leave to employees should be updated annually or
who miss work as a consequence, as needed. Agencies should also
and of reduced individual- and require each employee to

work group productivity, acknowledge that he or she has
read and understands the policy.

Conclusions and With regard to enforcement of
the law and agency policies on

Recommendations sexual harassment, each agency
should:

Based on the findings discussed in -Seek to identify, on its own
this report, since the Board con- initiative, possible instances
ducted its first study of sexual
harassment, there is evidence that of sexual harassment;
some positive changes have oc- -Quickly and thoroughly in-
curred in Federal employee at- vestigate allegations (within
titudes and perceptions regarding 120 days if possible); and
uninvited sexual attention. More -Establish and exercise
employees, both men and women, strong sanctions against
are aware that certain behaviors harassers where the facts

4 of a sexual nature can be both un- warrant.



Federal agencies should pro- responses possible. The training
vide training on sexual harass- should also stress that in-
inent to nonsupervisory dividuals need to be sensitive to
employees as well as to the ways in which- their actions
managers and EEO and per- may be interpreted by others.
sonnel officials. The training Whether certain behavior con-
should include discussion of the stitutes sexual harassment
various behaviors that may be depends not only on the intent
construe(l as sexual harassment behind the behavior but also on
and, for victims, some of the ap- the perceptions of those
propriate and more effective affected.

5
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S~~intrduction EK
The Merit Systems Protec- quately protected. ' 3 This report

tion Board's 1981 Report contains the results of that
followup study, including relevant

on Sexual Harassment comparisons and contrasts with

Serual harassment which creates a the major findings in the 1981
hostile or offensive environment for report.
members of one sex is every bit the
arbitrary barrier to serual equality at The 1988 Report on
the workplace that racial harassment Sexual Harassment
is to racial equality. Surely, a re-
quirement that a man or woman run In updating the original study, the
a gauntlet of sexual abuse in return Board addressed-many of the same
for the privilege of being allowed to iNsues raised in the 1981 report. In
work and make a living can be as de- the present report, we conrre
meaning and disconcerting as the the nature and- extent of sex aal
harshest of racial epithets.' harassment in -the Federal Govern-

ment by using two survey
In 1979, in-response to a congres- periods-May 1985 through May
sional request, 2 the Merit Systems 1987 and May 1978 through May
Protection Board initiated a "fifst 1980. Since the data for each
of its kind" study on the nature study were collected at the end of
and extent of-sexual harassment-in the 2-year period, throughout this
the Federal-Government. In March report these-data are referred to
1981, MSPB released the report, as our 1987 and 1980 sexual
"Sexual Harassment in the Federal harassment data, respectively.
Workplace: Is It a Problem?" In This report highlights findings on
1986 the Board decided to update both employee-attitudes and
that study -under its legislative employee experiences with unin-
mandate to-conduct special studies vited behavior of a sexual nature.
of the civil-service and other In this context, it examines
merit systems in order to deter- nthsotext itaenesIemployees' awareness of the
mine "whether the public interest remedies available to them and
in a civil- service free of prohibited the effectiveness of those
personnel practices is being ade- remedies. It also details the finan-

cial costs to the Government as
well as the personal toll suffered
by the victims of sexual

I Itenson v. City of Dundee, 682 E2d 897, harassment.
902 (11th Cir. 1982).2SeI "Sexual Harassment in the Federal
Govrminent," Iearings Before the Subcon-
mitt. i on -investigations, House Committee
on ;ost Office and Civil Service, 99th
Cong., 2d sess. (1979). 35 U.S.C. 1205(a)(3).



In addition, this report discusses "All employees and applicants for
the Government's efforts to reduce employment should receive fair
sexual harassment since 1980. For and equitable treatment in all
example, we wanted to know: aspects of personnel management
Have agencies continued to issue without regard to political affilia-
strong policy statements pro- tion, race, color, religion, national
hibiting sexual harassment? lb origin, sex, marital status, age, or
what extent have managers, per- handicapping condition * * * "8

sonnel and equal employment of- More specifically, the Reform Act
ficers, and employees received made it a prohibited personnel
adequate training to prevent sex- practice to discriminate on-the
ual harassment? What remedies basis of "race, color, religion, sex,
are available in agencies and are or national origin, as prohibited
they effective? Finally, the-report under section 717 of the Civil
outlines some of the relevant case Rights Act of 1964"6
law that has developed- over the The Government has made
last 7 years as the Board and the substantial progress in setting
courts have put together a growing policy prohibiting sexual harass-
body of case lav, to enforce -the ment. On December 12, 1979, the
legal prohibitions against sexual Office of Personnel Management
harassment. issued a Governmentwide -policy

stateirent defining sexual harass-
Sexual Harassment: The ment and noting that the practice
Development of an Issue was considered unacceptable con-

duct.7 Most Federal agencies im-
We have had reports in this Committee mediately followed OPM's lead and
of several instances where [serual issued individual policy state-
harassment] is happening and con- ments. Many agencies also-initi-
tinues to happen * * *. As one looks ated training programs on -what
into it, one finds there is often denial constituted sexual harassment and
and the ultimate result is that it is how to prevent it.
whitewashed and nothing happens, e- On November 10, 1980, the
cept the [victim] gets transferred -while On N o me Oppothethe individual in question remains' Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission issued guidelines
Sexual harassment in the Federal declaring that sexual harassment

workplace had largely been--ig- was an unlawful employment prac-
nored when MSPB began its tice.8 With this clarification as a
original research in 1979. At that significant contributing factor, a
time there was no clear under- number of Federal and private-sec-
standing of what constituted -sex- tor employees have filed com-
ual harassment; there was no plaints against their employers
Governmentwide policy prohibiting alleging rexual harassment. As a
it in the workplace; and- there was result, significant case law on sex-
no clear indication that it was an ual harassment has been
illegal activity under Federal law. developed over the last 7 years.

Sexual discrimination, per se, in Especially noteworthy is the U.S.
employment was prohibited- under Supreme Court's June 19, 1986, rul-
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of ing in its first sexual harassment
1964. The Civil Service-Reform Act case-Meitor Savings Bank, FSB
drew on the intent of Title VII, v. Vinson, 106 S. Ct. 2399 (1986).
stating that one of the merit prin-
ciples underlying the management
of the Federal personnel system is,

5'5 U.S.C. 2301(b).
65 U.S.C. 2302(b)(IXA).
7office of Personnel Management

"Treasury, Postal Service, and General Memorandum to fleads of Departments and
Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year Independent Agencies, "Policy Statement
1987"' Hearings Before a Subcommittee of and Definition on Sexual llarassment,"
the Committee on Appropriations,- U.S. Dec. 12, 1979.
House of Representatives, 99th Cong., 2d "Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sess., Statement by Congressman Edward R. son Guidelines on Discrimination Because

8 Roybal, Chairman (1986). of Sex, 29 C.RR. 1604.



This decision made it clear that tact of a sexual nature Which are
sexual harassment can result from unwelcome." EEOC expanded
the hostile working environment upon this definition by outlining
that can be created by offensive the conditions under which such
behavior directed toward a person conduct would constitute sexual
because of his or her gender. This harassment. EEOC also noted that
and several other recent a determination of the legality of
precedent-setting decisions on sex- alleged sexually harassing conduct
ual harassment have further inten- would be made from the facts, on
sified public interest and concern a case-by-case basis. Since the
about the issue. Clearly, the EEOC guidelines were issued, the
legitimacy of sexual harassment as Board and the courts have
an important social issue is no developed a body of case law that
longer in question. The issue provides further clarification as to
received a great deal of attention what constitutes sexual harass-
in the early 1980's and is again of ment within a legal context.
major interest. It should not be presumed that

each reported incident of unin-
Research Design vited sexual attention meets the

current legal definition of sexual
Tie data in this report are based harassment. It should also be
primarily on employee question- noted, however, that whether a
naires distributed Governmentwide particular action or behavior con-
in 1980 and 1987. To obtain trend stitutes sexual harassment depends
data, the Board's 1987 question- not only on the intent of the in-
naire replicated many of the ques- dividual taking the action but also
tions from the 1980 survey. The on the perceptions and sensibilities
1987 survey was sent to approx- of the individual(s) affected by
imately 13,000 full-time perma- that behavior. With regard to this
nent Federal employees during latter portion of the sexual harass-
March 1987, and 8,523 employees ment issue-i.e., employee percep-
responded. The respondents form tions of different forms of
a representative cross-section of uninvited sexual attention-this
Federal employees. In addition, in report provides some useful in-
December 1986, a formal informa- sights derived directly from the
tion request was sent to the heads employees themselves.
of the 22 largest Federal depart-
ments and agencies to obtain rele-
vant data on their institutional Description of
efforts to reduce sexual Chapter Contents
harassment. 9

The incidence data on sexual Chapter 1: Introduction.
harassment contained in this Chapter 2: The Nature and Ex-
report are based upon the number tent of Sexual Harassment in the
of respondents who indicated they Federal Workplace. This chapter
had received uninvited and un- presents the Board's findings on
wanted sexual attention. Thus the the extent of sexual harassment in
method of identifying victims was 1987 compared with -1980 and
one of self-identification on the discusses how employees view
part of the respondents. various uninvited behaviors of a

It should also be noted that the sexual nature.
term "sexual harassment" is de- Chapter 3: Employee Responses
fined differently by different to Sexual Harassment. This
people. OPM defined sexual chapter examines what employees
harassment as "deliberate or think are the most effective ways
repeated unsolicited verbal com- of dealing with sexual harassment
ments, gestures, or physical con- at work. It also reviews what ac-

tions employees have actually
taken in response to sexual harass-
ment on the job and discusses the

OA copy of the 1987 questionnaire is in- formal actions that can be taken
cluded in this re)ort as apiendix 1. and the effects of those actions. 9



Chapter 4: Agency Actions to of reduced individual and work
Reduce Sexual Harassment. This group productivity.
chapter looks at actions agencies Chapter 6: The Legal Imperative
have taken since 1980 in an effort to Prevent Sexual Harassment: A
to reduce sexual harassment. Review of Case Law. This is a

summary of the precedent-settingChapter 5: The Cost of Sexual cases on sexual harassment over
Harassment. In this chapter we the last 7 years, including a recent
examine how much sexual harass- Supreme Court decision.
ment costs the Federal Govern- Chapter 7: Recommendations. In
ment. The estimate is derived by this chapter we report our conclu-
calculating the cost of replacing sions and offer recommendations
employees who leave their jobs as to agencies and to Federal
a result of sexual harassment, of employees on how they can at-
paying sick leave to victims who tempt to reduce sexual
miss work as a consequence, and harassment.

10



The Nature and Extent
of Sexual Harassment in
the Federal Workplace

It is an unlawful employment practice respondents is "unwanted sexual
for an employer * * to discriminate teasing, jokes, remarks, ;r ques-
against any indiridual with respect to lions.,' The type of harassment
compensation, terms, conditions or experienced least frequently-
pririleges of employment, because of **actual or attempted rape or
such indiridual's race, color, religion, assault'-s also arguably the
sex or national origin.' most severe.

I The incidlence rate for se xual
Sexual harassment deserres special at- he incient or s eua l

tention among the rarious forms of harassment vanes by ageny. For

discriminatory behariors. Any sexual women, the incidence rate

harassment carries with it an implied ranged from a high of 52 percent

threat, whether it be a job action from at the Department of State to a

a superrisor or withheld cooperation low of 29 percent at the Depart-
from coworker. ment of lealth and Human Serv-

." Snmy Repowde 42  ices. For men, the incidence rate
varied front a high of 21 percent

SFat the Veterans Administration to
S a low of 10 percent at NASA and

" Compared to just 7 years ago, the Department of Commerce.
when given a list of different * Among the 16 agencies whose
actions of a sexual nature, more employees were surveyed in both
Federal employees agree that 1980 and 1987. several indicated
most of those actions can con- some shifts in the percentage of
stitute sexual harassment. employees who claimed they had

" In 1987, 42 percent of women experienced some form of sexual
and 14 percent of men emlployed harassment in the most recent
by the Federal Government sail 24-month period. While some
they experienced some forn of agencies showed small to
uninvited and unvanted sexual moderate increases in the per-
attention; i.e., sexual harassment. centages, a few experienced
This is almost identical to the significant decreases.
overall incidence of sexual • Federal workers believe that
harassment found in 1980. sexual harassment is no worse

* The form of sexual harassment in the Federal Government than
experienced most frequently by in the private sector.

"'fl(' ivil Righits Act of 19 -I (-12 '.S.C.
2(HH1e2( aXl)). pro vidl coinni enls. ri ,1roghoul ti s re~lx)rt,

-In the 1987 survey questionnair,, plact S&h1Nt ,I ldXV ,retrb Ierpts fr o ('ow oiulefltl are
wa.p iprovi(ed for res mmilents to volunt ,' r I)n'.idd where they illustrate emlloyee
written coamments. ()ver 1,.501 n.slxio hents opinion.s on a given tlic.



o Coworkers are much more likely tended sexual harassment. People
than supervisors to be the should be made more sensitive to the
source of sexual harassment. issues involved.

A Survey Respondent
The Percentage of FederalEmployees Who Define In both the 1980 and 1987
Various Uninvited surveys we asked workers to tell

us which of certain uninvited
Behaviors of a Sexual behaviors (whether experienced by
Nature as Sexual Harass- themselves or by someone else)

Supervisors should not be ment Increased Between they considered to be sexual
allowed to let this kind of 1980 and 1987 harassment, first when done by a
behavior exist among those supervisor and second when done
who work under them. For Sexual harassment is a "term of by a coworker. The six behaviors,
that matter, supervisors art" that is given different mean- as listed in both the 1980 and the
should not be allowed to get ings by different people. Since the 1987 questionnaires, are:
away with it. Board's 1981 report on sexual
A Survey Respondent harassment, some of the questions (1) Uninvited letters, telephone

and issues have been clarified. For calls, or materials of a sexual

instance, there is no longer any nature;

question that sexual harassment (2) Uninvited and deliberate
can happen to men as well as to touching, leaning over, -cor-
women. The EEOC guidelines, nering, -or pinching;
which have been upheld in the (3) Uninvited sexually sug-
courts, define sexual harassment gestive looks or gestures;
as unwelcome sexual behavior that (4)-Uninvited pressure for sex-
makes submission a condition of ual favors;
decisions affecting an- individual's ua) favors
employment or that creates a (5) Uninvited pressure for dates;
hostile or offensive working en- and
vironment. This has-become a (6) -Uninvited sexual teasing,
widely accepted definition.3  jokes, remarks, or questions.

A key point is that sexual atten- The responses show that overall,
tion becomes sexual harassment compared to their opinions in
when (among other things) it is 1980, a greater -percentage of
"unwelcome." Thus, whether the Federal employees in 1987 would
perpetrator intentionally or definitely or probably consider
unintentionally sexually harasses these behaviors to be sexual
another person is not the only harassment. (See figs. 2-1 through
issue. How that behavior is re- 2-4.)
ceived by-the person to whom-it is In both years, the percentage of
directed is also important. Federal employees who considered

Because of this subjective aspect the-listed uninvited behaviors to
of sexual harassment, in order to be sexual harassment varied by
reduce its -incidence it is not behavior. The 1987 data show that
enough that employees simply Federal workers solidly believe
know intellectually which behav- that-four types of behavior-
iors can constitute harassment. uninvited pressure for sexual
Their knowledge must be accom- favors; pressure for dates;
panied by-sensitivity -to how deliberate touching, leaning over,
others might perceive their behav- cornering, or pinching; and unin-
ior or be affected by it and should vited letters, telephone calls, or
inelude a- willingness to -modify materials of a sexual nature-
that behavior if it is-offensive, constitute sexual harassment.

There is substantially less agree-
General information would be helpful ment among Federal employees
in pointing out the problems that can about whether the remaining
arise from thoughtless-as well as in- behaviors-uninvited sexually sug-

gestive looks or gestures and unin-3 Sce "Sexual Hlarassment: Employer vited sexual teasing, jokes,
Policies and-Problems," PPF Survey No. 144,t
the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., June remarks, or questions-also con-

12 1987, p. 4. stitute sexual harassment.

------ A



Employees Hold often agreed is sexual harassment,
Supervisors to a even more so than in 1980. The
Higher Standard next highest percentage (95 per-

cent women, 89 percent men)
As we noted, employees increas- believed that sexual harassment
ingly consider most behaviors occurs when a supervisor
listed in the survey to be sexual deliberately touches, leans over,
harassment, no matter what posi- corners, or pinches another
tion the potential harasser holds. employee-and again this
However, data show that some represents an increase from the
employees-are more likely to view 1980 percentage. (See figs. 2-1
certain actions as sexual harass- and 2-2.)
ment if taken by a supervisor but The 1987 data also show an in-
not if taken by a coworker. (See crease from 1980 in the number of
figs. 2-1 through 2-4.) employees who believe that unin-
Even though uninvited sexual harass- vited pressure for dates from a
ment from your supervisor or supervisor is sexual harassment.
coworker would both be considered For example, in 1980, 77 percent
sexual harassment, you would be able of women and 76 percent of men
to take actions to stop the harassment thought that when a supervisor
from a coworker without fear of pressures another employee for a
reprisal. On the other hand, you date it is harassment. In 1987, 87
would be reluctant to report your percent of women and 81 percent

supervisor because of his position and- of men believed this behavior on
your fear of what might happen -to har t.
you on the job. harassment.

A Survey Respondent The percentage of employees
who believe that the listed forms

Looking at some of the specific of behavior are -sexual harassment
behaviors, we find virtuai consen- when initiated by a coworker also
sus among-Federal employees (99 increased for all but one of the
percent for women and 95 percent listed behaviors-uninvited letters,
for men)-that uninvited pressure calls, or materials of a sexual Figure 2-1.
for sexual favors by a supervisor nature. (See figs. 2-3 and 2-4.) In Females' Definition Of Sexual
is sexual -harassment. It is the 1980, 65 percent-of women and 59 Harassment When Supervisor
behavior that employees most percent of men-believed that unin- Is Offender

UNINVITED BEHAVIOR BY A SUPERVISOR 1987 190

Percentage Of Female
Respondentz Who Consider The

100 99% Indicated Behavior To Be Sexual
95% 91% 93% Harassment

87%
80 81%

72% 72%

60

40

20

0
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Figure 2-2.
Males' Definition Of Sexual
Harassment When Supervisor
Is Offender

UNINVITED BEHAVIOR BY A SUPERVISOR 1987 1980

Percentage Of Male Respondents
Who Consider The Indicated

100 95% Behavior To Be Sexual Harassment
89% 87%

84% 8% 8 81%
80 7 76%

68%

60 - 58%
53%

40

20 -

0

Figure 2-3.
Females' Definition Of Sexual
Harassment When Coworker Is
Offender

UNINVITED BEHAVIOR BY A COWORKER 1987 1980

Percentage Of Female
Respondents Who Consider The

100 98% Indicated Behavior To Be Sexual
92% Harassment

817%
81%84 84%

80 76% 76%
65% 64% 64%

60 54%

40

20

0
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vited pressure for dates by a coworker to be sexual harassment
coworker is sexual harassment. By (see figs. 2-1 through 2-4), in-
1987, those percentages had in- dividuals disagree considerably as
creased-to 76 percent for women to whether some behaviors con-
and 66 percent for men. stitute sexual harassment. In part,

this may stem from the -fact that
Employees Do Not Always whether a certain action or

Agree on What Behaviors behavior is sexual harassment
depends not only on the intent

Constitute Sexual behind the action or behavior but
Harassment also on the perceptions of those

affected.
I think information on what is con- When sexually harassing
sidered sexual harassment needs to be Whnsxalhrsigt s ao behavior is pervasive, these kinds
publicly provided. I feel there isof activities-the sexual jokes, the
gray area that needs to be clary7ed- insulting sexual remarks or
for-example, unwanted looks and gestures-may contribute to a
remarks. hostile environment in the
A Survey Respondent workplace. The EEOC guidelines

on sexual harassment make it
The increases found in the per- clear that a hostile work environ-
centage of employees who believe ment resulting from sexual harass-
certain uninvited behaviors to be ment is unlawful and this
sexual harassment may have interpretation has been upheld by
resulted, in part, from agency the Supreme Court. Supervisors
training-on sexual harassment as who know -(or should have known)
well- as increased public awareness about the sexual harassment of
about actions that may constitute those working for them and yet do
this prohibited- behavior. However, not take immediate action to stop
as indicated by the comparatively it can be held accountable. So too,
lower percentage of employees of course, can be the employee or
who- regard -unwanted sexual employees responsible for creating
remarks, jokes, or teasing from a the offensive or hostile environment. Figure 2-4.

Males' Definition Of Sexual
Harassment When Coworker Is
Offender

UNINVITED BEHAVIOR BY A COWORKER 1987 1980
100

90% Percentage Of Male Respondents
Who Consider The Indicated

82% Behavior To Be Sexual Harassment
80 76%

5% 69% 6%66%

60 60%

47% 47%

401

20

15



Sexual Harassment in calls, or materials of a sexual
the Federal Government nature;
Remains Widespread (6) Unwanted pressure for dates;

and
The possibility for more sexual activity (7) Unwanted sexual teasing,
at work follows from the growth of jokes, remarks, or questions.
women's involvement in the labor

force. Over 50 percent of adult women Our 1987 data indicate that sex-
I become very tired of hearing are currently in the labor force, up ual harassment in the form of one,
how pretty you are, how sexy from 32 percent in 1960 * *4 or more of the listed behaviors re-
you look, I love your * * *, MSPB questionnaires in both 1980 mains widespread in the Federal
and on and on. You some- and 1987 asked Federal workers if workplace. Overall, in 1987 ap-
times don't even want to look they had received, during the proximately 42 percent of women
nice for yourself because it and 14 percent of men claimed
causes unwanted comments. previous 24 months, uninvited and they experienced one or more in-unwanted sexual attention on the stances of uninvited and un-
A Survey Respondent job. The forms of uninvited wanted sexual attention. That is

behavior listed in the survey are virtually the same percentage of
the following: Federal workers who said in 1980

(1) Actual or attempted rape or that they had been similarly
sexual assault; harassed-42 percent of women

(2) Unwanted pressure for sex- and 15 percent of men.
ual favors; The harassment I referred to consisted

(3) Unwanted deliberate of tasteless sexist jokes by a super-
touching, leaning over, cor- vior.
nering, -or pinching; v esoR.

(4) Unwanted sexual looks-or
gestures; The kinds-of sexual harassment

(5) Unwanted letters, telephone most often- experienced by both
men and women are sexual teas-
ing, jokes, remarks, or questions;

Figure 2-5. 4' rbara Gutek, "Sex and the sexually suggestive looks or
Woi ,lace," Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers, gestures; and-touching, leaningForms Of Sexual Harassment 198r p. 3. The figures cited are 1983 over, cornering, or pinching (seeExperienced By Women Department of Labor data. figs. 2-5 and2-6). Thirty-five per-

FORMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT 1987 i 1980
40

Percentage Of All Female
35% Respondents Who Claimed They

33% Experienced This Form Of Sexual
Harassment

30 -28% 28%
26% 26%

20

15% 15%

12%

10 9%9% J

.8% 1%
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cent of all female employees and make sure his career and his homelife
12 percent of all male employees would be ruined. After that he pretty
reported experiencing uninvited much left me alone.
sexual teasing, jokes, remarks, or A Survey Respondent
questions. Twenty-eight percent of
women and 9 percent of men had Employees Perceive Sexual
experienced uninvited sexual
looks or gestures; 26 percent of Harassment as Slightly
women and 8 percent of men had Less of a Problem Now
been subjected to unwelcome Than 5 Years Ago
touching, leaning over, cornering,or pinching. Approximately 21 percent of the

respondents to the 1987 survey

As shown in figures 2-5 and said they believed sexual harass-
2-6, varying percentages of ment in the Federal Government
Federal employees have ex- is either less or much less of a
perienced each of the listed forms problem today compared to 5
of sexual harassment, up to and years ago. Only 10 percent said
including attempted or actual rape they believed it is more or much
or assault. Even though the more of a problem. Another 21
percentage is small for this last percent thought the extent of the
and most severe form of harass- problem has stayed the same. Ap-
ment, when the data are ex- proximately 41 percent expressed
trapolated to the entire work no opinion and 8 percent thought
force, they show over a 2-year sexual harassment was never a
period approximately 6,281 problem in the first place.
women and 3,347 men experienc-
ed actual or attempted rape or Incidence Rates Vary by
sexual assault. Agency

The rape occurred while I was on The data in both 1980 and 1987
travel. I called my husband (who was show that incidence rates vary
not my husband at the time) who considerably from agency to agen-
came and got me. He confronted my cy. (See tables 2-1 and 2-2.) In Figure 2-6.
assailant, punched him, and told-him 1987, for women the incidence Forms Of Sexual Harassment
if he ever looked at me again we'd rate ranged from a high of 52 per- Experienced By Men

FORMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT 1987 1980

14

Percentage Of All Male

12 12% Respondents Who Claimed They
Experienced This Form Of Sexual
Harassment

10 -
9%

8% 8%8U
7%

6

4 3% 3% 43%

.3% .3%

0
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cent. at the Department of State to the percentage of female
a low of 29 percent at the Depart- employees claiming they were
ment of Hlealth and Iluman Serv- harassed.
ices. For men, the incidence rate
ranged from a high of 21 percent Some Individuals Are More
at-the Veterans Administration to Likely Than Others To Be
a low of 10 percent at NASA and Victims of Sexual
the Department of Commerce. Iii Harassment
a few cases (e.g., the Departments
of Labor and Transportation) While both women and men are
among the 16 agencies that were sexually harassed, women are still
surveyed in both 1980 and 1987, far more likely than men to be
there were significant decreases -in victims. In 1981 we reported that

Table 2-1

Incidence Rate of Sexual Harassment of Women in Each Agency

AGENCY' FEMALE VICTIMS
1980 1987

1. State (incl. Agency for International Development - 52%
and U.S. Information Agency 2)

2. Veterans Administration 46% 49%
3. Navy 44% 47%
4. Justice 53% 46%
5. Air Force 46% 45%
6. Army 41% 44%
7. NASA - 43%

-8. Education - 42%

9. Governmentwide Average 42% 42%
10. Treasury 37% 41%
11. Housing and Urban Development 47% 41%
12. All Other Agencies 39% 39%

13. Energy 38% 38%
14. Labor 56% 37%
15. Small Business Administration 3  - 37%
16. General Services Administration 35% 36%
17. Transportation 55% 36%
18. Agriculture 31% 36%
19. All Other Defense Agencies 50% 35%
20. Commerce 40% 33%
21. Office of Personnel Management- - 33%
22. Environmental Protection Agency - 33%

23. Interior 41% 32%
24. Health and Human Services - 29%

'"Agency" refers to the major organization where the respondent worked. Question 46 con-
tamed responses for the 21 largest departments and agencies, as well as a category of "other."
The category of "other DOD" includes such agencies as the Office of the Secretary of Defense
and the Defense Mapping Agency. The Department of Health, -Education and Welfare (HEW)
was-listed in the 1980 survey. After the original survey was developed, HEW was abolished
and the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Education were
formed.2The U.S. Information Agency was referred to as the International Communications Agency
(ICA) from April 1978 to August 1982.

3ln 1980, the Board did not collect data from the State Department, the Small Business Ad-
ministration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), or the Office of

18 Personnel Management.



about twice as many men as What this means, of course, is that
women held Federal jobs and two while the overall percentage of
out of three victims were women. women in the Federal Government
Since then, the total Federal work who claimed they were sexually
force has grown, with the number harassed remained relatively
of federally employed women in- constant during the 7-year period
creasing by at least 100,000.5 covered by this study, the actual

number of women experiencing
'Work force data from the Office of Per- harassment increased.

sonnel Management, "Federal Work Force In my 20 years of Government The more subtle types of
Statistics: Occulations of Federal White employment, I have found the degree serual harassment are a hand
Collar and Blue-Collar Workers," Oct. 31.
1985. The next report in this series will be of sexual harassment to be basic to on the shoulder, if not
published in late 1988. the blue-collar area (more crude ivanted, or dirty jokes in

the hall or lunchroom, or
innuendos and looks.

Table 2-2 A Survey Respondent

Incidence Rate of Sexual Harassment of Men In Each Agency

AGENCY1  MALE VICTIMS
1980 1987

1. Veterais Adtinistration 22% 21%
2. Justice 16% 19%
3. Treasury 14% 19%
4. Small Business Administration 2  - 19%
5. All Other Defense Agencies 13% 18%
6. Education - 18%
7. General Services Administration 16% 17%
8. Air Force 12% 16%
9. Housing and Urban Development 16% 16%

10. Environmental Protection Agency - 15%
11. Health and Human Services - 15%
12. Energy 14% 14%
13. Navy 14% 14%
14. Governmentwide Average 15% 14%
15. Agriculture 12% 13%
16. State (incl. Agency for International Development and U.S.

Information Agency 3) - 12%
17. Interior 14% 12%
18. All Other Agencies 10% 12%
19. Army 16% 11%
20. Labor 10% 11%
21. Transportation 9% 11%
22. Office of Personnel Management - 11%
23. Commerce 12% 10%
24. NASA - 10%

'"Agency" refers to the major organization where the respondent worked. Question 46 con-
tained responses for the 21 largest departments and agencies, as well as a category of other.
The category of "other DOD" includes such agencies as the Office of the Secretary of Defense
and the Defense Mapping Agency. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)
was listed in the 1980 survey. After the original survey was developed, HEW was abolished
and the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Education were
formed.21n 1980, the Board did not collect data from the State Department, the Small Business Ad-
ministration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), or the Office of Per-
sonnel Management.

3The U.S. Information Agency was referred to as the International Communication Agency
(ICA) from April 1978 to August 1982.



remarks/advances). It is more subtle (2) Work in office/clerical or
in the white-collar area; however, the trainee positions; or
effects are more devastating. (3) Are working in a
A Survey Respondent predominantly female work

Although victims of sexual group or have a female

harassment can be- found in all oc- supervisor.

cupations and all organizations, a Victims are most often harassed
profile of the typical sexual by coworkers. Both male and
harassment victim based on our female victims reported most
1987 data shows that certain often that they were harassed by
organizational, occupational, and coworkers or other employees,
personal characteristics increase rather than by supervisors. (See
the chances that one will become fig. 2-7.) Sixty-nine percent of
a victim. Based on data from female and 77 percent of male
respondents, the survey findings victims indicated in 1987 that they
reveal that: were harassed by either acoworker or another Federal
Women more likely to be at risk- empo yer w thu super o

employee without supervisory
(1) Have a nontraditional job; authority over them. Twenty-nine
(2) Are working in a percent of women and 19 percent

predominantly male environ- of men indicated Lhey were
ment or have a male as their -harassed by either their supervisor
immediate supervisor; or a higher level supervisor. Note:

(3) Have attended college and -Because some victims were harass-
some graduate school; ed by more then one person, these

(4) Are single or divorced and aggregated percentages cannot be
betwen ng e s orvofe ad to -obtained by adding the-separate
between theages of 20 to percentages shown on figure 2-7.
44; or

(5) Have been with the Federal Harassers are usually the

Government for fewer than opposite sex of their victim.
15 years. Although in 1987 we did not

repeat the 1980 question on sex of
Men more likely to be at risk- harassers, based on the Board's

Figure 2-7. (1) Are divorced-or separated 1980 findings, the harasser of a
Organizational Level Of and are 20 to-44; woman is usually a man and the
Harasser In 1987

SOURCE OF HARASSMENT Female Male
60

Percentage Of Victims, By Sex,
Who Claim That The Source
Of Their Harassment Was

50 In The Organizational 47%
Level Shown

41% 40%
40 37

30

20 19%

10102%12 10 10% 10%

2%1
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harasser of a man is usually a For example, in 1987, 75 per-
woman. As reported in the 1980 cent of victims who experienced
study, 95 percent of female sexual teasing or jokes said they
victims were harassed by a experienced this behavior more
man-79 percent of the time by a than once. Somt 54 percent of
lone man and 16 percent by two those who had been pressured for
or more men. sexual favors said they had been
Be aware that claims of sexual pressured more than once. For the

harassment are not limited to women. most part, however, victims of
Oe mreen seactual or attempted rape or sexual

coverage. A jury awarded $196,500 in assault said it was a one-time

damages to a man who claimed his experience.
supervisor demoted him because he Survey respondents also
refused her sexual advances.6  indicated that some forms of

sexual incidents persist over time
Sixty percent of male victims and that most go on for a week or

were harassed by a woman acting more-and some for more than
alone and 12 percent, by two or 6 months.
more women. Twenty-two percent
of male victims, however, Sexual Harassment Is Seen
reported that they were harassed
by one or more men. In coin-
parison, only 3 percent of women Workplace Than in the
reported that they were harassed Non-Federal Sector by
by another woman. Those Who Have Worked

in Both
Sexual Harassment Occurs

Repeatedly and May Last The 1987 data show that among

Several Weeks or More those Federal employees who
have also worked in non-Federal

In both the 1980 and the 1987 jobs, 42 percent believe there is
surveys, employees were asked about the same amount of
how often they experienced unwanted sexual attention in non-
sexually harassing attention. Their Federal jobs as there is in Federal
responses made it clear that jobs. Twenty percent of these
harassment is not a one-time-only employees said there is actually
or isolated incident. more harassment in non-Federal

jobs while 8 percent think there is
"'Protecting Yourself from Sexual less. Thirty percent of these

llarssment On.the-Job," BusinessWeek employees did not offer an
Careers, September 1987, p. 77. opinion.
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Employee Responses to
Sexual Harassment

If I had not taken a course, I would Introduction
not hare known that "touching"
could be illegal. With this knowledge There are numerous options
of my rights, I felt I could stop the available to victims of sexual
harassment by threatening to file a harassment for dealing with
complaint. After I took this action, unwanted behavior. These actions
the harassment stopped and he aroid- range from avoiding the offender
ed me like the plague. or telling the offender to stop, to

A Surrey RespIndent formal measures such as filing a
discrimination complaint or

Summary of Findings lawsuit. flow a victim deals with
the problem depends on a number

* Most victims use informal of factors. They include the
remedies to resolve sexual victim's awareness of available
harassment on the job and t hey formal remedies and expectations
generally see this alproach as about the effectiveness of these as
effective. For both sexes, sinp)ly opposed to other informal actions.
asking or telling tle offender to This chapter examines victims'
stop "made things better'" most experiences with selected
frequently. Threatening to tell remedies and their relative
others or telling others was the effectiveness.
second most effective action for
women, while avoiding the per- Victims Often Take
son(s) was the second most ef- Informal Actions
fective action for ien.

* The great majority of Federal I informed the indiridual as to how I
felt about his beharior and why Ifelt

workers are aware that formal he should change his beharior if we
remnedies are available to them. were to remain friends.
These remedies include filing a

grievance or adverse action A Surrey Respoindent

appeal, filing a discrimination Our 1981 report recommended
complaint, or requesting an that agencies emphasize the use of
investigation by their agencies. informal means of resolving claims

" Nonetheless, formal remedies of sexual harassment unless the
are rarely used to deal with harassment is of an extremely
sexual harassment. Only 5 per- serious nature. The 1987 data con-
cent of both female an(l male firm that victims are more likely
victims responding in 1987 said to take informal actions-actions
they took formal action to (teal largely short of "'going on the
with the harassment, an(l most record"--in response to sexual
of these employees viewed the harassment. Most victims seek
actions they took as non- remedies that (1o not involve filing
)rodluct ive. grievances, discrimination com-



plaints, or appeals, or asking for As figure 3-1 shows, the four
an investigation. In the 1980 and most prevalent responses for both
1987 surveys, the Board asked vic- male and female victims were
tims whether they took any of the ignoring the behavior or doing
following actions in response to nothing (52 percent women, 42
unwanted sexual attention: percent men), avoiding the

offender (43 percent women, 31
* Ignored the behavior or did percent men), asking/telling the

nothing; offender to stop (44 percent
" Avoided the person(s); women, 25 percent men), and

" Asked/told the person(s) to stop; making a joke of the harassing
behavior (20 percent, both women

" Threatened to tell or told and men). Women used six of the
others; nine approaches more often than

* Reported the behavior to the men did, including-the more asser-
supervisor or other officials; tive and "communicative"

* Made a joke of the behavior; approaches of confronting the
offender, threatening to tell or

" Went along with the behavior; telling others, and reporting the
" Transferred, disciplined, or gave behavior to their supervisors or

a poor performance rating to other officials. Some respondents
the person; and (10 percent women, 6 percent

" Did something other than the men) said they had taken an
actions listed above. action other than-one-listed in thequestion, and they- added- written

Some of the actions listed above comments to explain that action.
(e.g., "Ignored the behavior or did Our review of those-comments
nothing") can be considered showed that most victims did, in
passive behaviors. A sizable-por- fact, take one of the actions listed
tion of victims in 1980 and again in the question. Most-of the vic-
in 1987, however, indicated they tims who chose "other" then
considered these actions described in detail what they told

Figure 3-1. appropriate and effective their supervisor, or how they

Actions Taken By Female And responses to sexual harassment. confronted the harasser.

Male Victims

ACTION Male Female
I Ignored The Behavior Or 52%

Did Nothing

I Avoided The Person(s) 43%

I AskedTold The Person 44%
To Stop

I Made A Joke Of The Behavior 20%20%

I Threatened To Tell Or Told 14%_
Others 8

I Reported The Behavior To The 15%
Supervisor Or Other Officials 7%

I Wonit AlonigV;t, The3ohav~or~ i 7%4% Percentage Of Victims, By Sex,
I t ' Who Said They Took The indicated

Action(s) In Response To Unwanted
I Transferred, Disciplined, Or Gave 2% Sexual Attention
A Poor Performance Rating To The 3%

Person
I Did Something Other Than The 10%

Actions Listed Above 6o
S I II

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

24 NOTE: A Number Of Respondents Took More Than One Action.



Victims Report That joke of the behavior made things
Certain Remedies Are better. In like manner, among all
More Effective Than victims, only 29 percent of the

Others women and '7 percent of the men
said that ignoring the behavior or
doing nothing about it was

I brought the problem to the attention helpful. Going along with the
of a discrimination official [EEO behavior was viewed as the least
counselor]. No formal action was effective action to take.
necessary because the agency took In conclusion, victims found that I told the person the next
action on an iformal basis. taking informal but direct action time he laid a hand on me I
A Survey Respondent to confront the harasser-telling would break his arm. He has

In many cases, informal actions the person to stop-was the most not touched me since.

were effective in eliminating or effective way to stop sexual A Survey Respondent
reducing the harassment. As can harassment. Forty-four percent of
be seen from figure 3-2, simply the female victims tried this
asking or telling the offender to approach while only 25 percent of
stop produces the most effective the male victims were so direct.
results for both female and male
victims. Among the victims who Employees Are Generally
took this action, 61 percent of the Aware of Most Formal
women and 66 percent of the men Remedies
said it "made things better."
Although most women (77 per- Much public attention has been
cent) indicated that an "other" given to sexual harassment court
action they took was the most cases that began as formal charges
effective, the majority of cheir in the governmental or private
written comments simply de- sectors. To test employee
scribed an informal action (e.g., knowledge of the formal actions
telling their supervisor or that victims of sexual harassment
confronting the harasser) in could take, the survey question-
greater detail. naire asked respondents whether

A somewhat related action- any of the following formal
threatening to tell or telling actions were available to victims
others-reportedly made things within their agencies:
better for 55 percent of the * Requesting an investigation by
female victims but only 24 percent [their] agencies;
of the male victims. More female * Requesting an investigation by
victims also revealed that report- an outside agency;
ing the behavior to a supervisor or
other official was often an effec- Filing a grievance or adverse
tive action to take (49 percent action appeal;
women, 35 percent men). * Filing a discrimination
However, male victims reported complaint; and
somewhat greater success with * Filing a complaint through
avoiding the person(s) than female special channels set up for
victims did (55 percent versus 45 sexual harassment complaints.
percent, respectively). The great majority of employees

It is important to note that knew that victims of sexual
many victims apparently take the harassment in their agencies could
"course of least resistance" (e.g., use most of the remedies listed
ignoring the behavior or doing above. (See fig. 3-3.) Approx-
nothing) when dealing with sexual imately 85 percent of victims and
harassment. nonvictims realized that filing a

However, victims also reported grievance, an adverse action
that using these less confronta- appeal, and a discrimination com-
tional methods did not usually plaint were available options.
result in a better work situation. Nearly 75 percent of employees
Only 40 percent of the female vic- knew they could also request an
tims and 38 percent of the male investigation by their agencies.
victims reported that making a Less than 30 percent knew that 25



Figure 3-2.
Effectiveness Of Actions Taken
By Victims

ACTION Male Female

I Askedlrold The Person To Stop 61%
066%

I Avoided The Person(s) 45%

I Threatened To Tell Or Told Others 55%
24%

I Reporled The Behavior To The X 49%
Supervisor Or Other Officials
I Transferred, Disciplined, Or

Gave A Poor Performance Rating 48%
To The Person 22%

I Made A Joke Of The Behavior P e40%, ,,,, ,,8% Percentage Of Victims, By Sex,
I_ IgnredTheBehvioOr4 9%Who Took The Indicated Action InI Ignored The Behavior Or 'r ,

2 9
%RepneTUwatdSxl

Did Nothing 137% Response To Unwanted Sexual
Attention And Who Said It "Made

-I Went Along With The Behavior 16% Things Better"

I Did Something Other Than The 77%
Actions Listed Above 39%

0 20 40 60 80 100
NOTE: A Number Of Respondents Took More Than One Action.

Figure 3-3.
Respondents' Awareness Of
The Availability Of Formal Actions

*POSSIBLE ACTION Victims Non-Victims

Filing A Grievance Or85
Adverse Action Appeal 9%

Filing A Discrimination
Complaint 86%

Requesting An Investigation
By My Agency 73%

Percentage Of All Victims And
Requesting An Investigation 29% Non-Victims Who Believe-The

indicated Action Could Be Taken InBy An Outside Agency 25% Their Agency By A Victim Of
Sexual Harassment

0 20 40 60 80 100
*A Fifth Possible Action, i.e., "Filing A Complaint Through Special Channels Set Up For-Sexual
Harassment Complaints" Is Not Included In This Report's Analysis Since Few Such Channels Were

26 Found To Actually Exist.



they could request an investiga- construe telling their supervisor or
tion by an outside agency another official about the

harassment as a formal action.
Few Victims Take Formal Victims Do Not Believe
Actions Benefits of Formal Action

I am convinced that most people Outweigh Possible
would rather try to deal with sexual Consequences
harassment in a less formal way first,
but many are not skilled to do this. To learn why victims may be
Agencies need to offer advice on how reluctant to pursue formal
to deal with sexual harassment in procedures, the survey asked for
ways short of the protracted, formal, their opinions of the potential
and often embarrassing agency policy. effectiveness of four different

formal actions. As figure 3-4A Survey Respondent shows, those who believed the

Despite general awareness of the various actions would be
availability of at least three of the "somewhat effective" ranged
four formal actions, only 5 percent from 35 to 63 percent, depending
of both male and female victims on the action. These expectations
chose to take any formal action. alone, then, cannot fully explain
In fact, our responses show that victims' reluctance to pursue
victims were just as likely to formal actions.
change jobs as a result of sexual Victims who did not take formal
harassment as they were to-take action in response to sexual
formal action. Among the small harassment were asked to select
percentage of employees who said one or more reasons (from a list of
they did take formal action, the possible reasons) for not doing so.
action most frequently taken (by As shown in figure 3-5, the
51 percent of the employees) was responses of both female and-male
requesting an investigation by- the victims were very similar. The
employing agency. primary reason for not taking

The low percentages for-taking formal action is that many victims
formal actions obtained through saw no need to report the
our survey are confirmed-by-a offending behavior. This may be
1985 report released by -the Equal because one or more informal
Employment Opportunity actions that they took resolved or
Commission.' The Commission had the potential to resolve the
notes that in FY 1985, only 436 problem. Another possibility -is-
formal EEO complaints on sexual that some victims simply resigned
harassment were filed. themselves to tolerating behavior

Reporting that 5 percent of that they may have viewed as

female victims took formal actions bothersome.
may actually be an overstatement. Also, some of these employees
This is because 55 percent of undoubtedly wanted to avoid
women who answered the certain consequences they felt
question on this issue indicated might result from formal action.
they took another action that they For example, some victims said
considered formal but that was that taking formal action would-
not one of the four actions make the work situation
included in that question. A unpleasant; others believed
review of the respondents' written nothing would be done as a result
comments showcd that-many of initiating formal action-so-why
victims appear to have a broader bother.
view of what constitutes a
"formal" action. Many victims Formal Actions Generally

Are Not Viewed as
I"Report on lPre-Complaint Counseling Effective

and Complaint Processing by Federal
Agencies for Fiscal Year 1985," Equal Unfortunately, because so few
Employment Opportunity Commission victims actually initiated formal
(undated), p. 14. action, only very limited data are 27



Figure 3-4.
Victims' Expectations
Concerning Effectiveness Of
Formal Actions

ACTION

Filing A Grievance Or 63%
Adverse Action Appeal

Filing A Discrimination 57% ;
Complaint

Requesting An Investigation 51%
By My Agency

Percentage Of Victims Who
Requesting An Investigation Believe The Indicated Action Would

By An Outside Agency Be Very Or Somewhat Etfective In
Helping Victims Of Sexual
Harassment

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Figure 3-5.
Reasons Given By Male And
Female Victims For Not Taking
Formal Actions

REASON FOR NOT TAKING. ACTION Male Female

I Had No Need To Report It 44%

I Thought It Would Make My 0 30%
Work Situation Unpleasant 23%

I Did Not Think Anything 123%
Could Be Done 17%

I Did Not Want To Hurt The 16%
Person Who Bothered Me 20%

I Thought That It Would Be 17%
Held Against Me Or That I

Would Be Blamed =V %

I a o mbrasd14%
1 Was Too Embarrassed 9% Percentage Of All Victims, By Sex,

Who Did Not Take Any Formal
I Did Not Know What 10% Action In Response To Unwanted

Actions To Take g 5% Sexual Attention

0 10 20 30 40 50
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available concerning the results of reaching a conclusion on a formal
those actions. While not sufficient action may be time consuming.
for detailed (e.g., agency specific) This is discussed in chapter 4. In
analysis, the data that are addition, in some cases, agency
available, including the written management may have taken
comments from the respondents, some type of corrective action in
generally indicate that the victims response to a formal complaint but
who did take formal action did may be reluctant to make that
not consider the action to be very information public for various
effective. In a few cases, victims reasons (e.g., violation of the
who took formal action said that privacy act).
their agencies took action against In conclusion, the results
them as a result. Most often, presented in this chapter suggest
however, victims said that agency that victims of sexual harassment
management just "did nothing" as overwhelmingly tend to pursue
a result of the formal action or informal rather than formal
they "don't know whether remedies. In addition, informal
management did anything." Only actions are generally viewed as
among those victims who said more effective than formal ones.
they requested an investigation by The circumstances surrounding
an outside agency was there a any one case of sexual harassment
consensus that taking the action dictate the type of action likely to
"made things better." be most effective. In some cases,

The generally negative attitudes of course, victims of sexual
expressed by victims relative to harassment may need to pursue
formal complaints may, in part, be both informal and formal actions
due to the fact that the process of to reach a resolution.
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Agency Actions
to Reduce Sexual

Harassment

Supert'isors, managers, and peers in unlikely, in any event, that
many instances are not fully aware training alone is all adequate
that sexual harassment is being answer to the complex problem
demonstrated. It must be brought out of sexual harassment but more
two or three times a year and aired in carefully tailored training may
department-lerel and staff meetings. be at least part of the answer.
by inhouse and outside sources, and According to each agency's own
should include statistics, graphs, and estimates, on the average, a
film strips so ereryone can recognize Federal employee received a
the seriousness of the matter. total of 1 to 2 hours of training
I Su.r 1/.piind,'nt on sexual harassment luring the

7-year period from FY 1980
Summary of Findings through FY 1986. This training

was not evenly distributed
This chapter discusses actions among all employees, but
taken Iy the 22 largest Federal managers and personnel and
agencies' (uring FY 1980 through EEO offici-ils were more likely
FY 1981; to reduce the incidence to receive it than nonsuper-
and impact of sexual harassment visory employees.
The data are from these agencies' Agencies estimated that (luring
written responses !o a series 4,f FY 19,80 through FY 1985, an
(luestions the Merit Systems average of 482 days elapsed
Protection Board sent to each from the (late a formal
agency as part of this study. Sin-e complaint of sexual harassment
detailed records are not was filed to the date the
maintained (nor are they required complaint was disposed of. The
to he maintained) on many of the "22 largest departments and
questions asked (e.g., training agenc-ies also reported that
specifically on sexual har Lssient ). 1.008 formal complaints of
many of the agency responses are alleged sexual harassment were
"best estimates." The major filed (luring FY 1980) through FY

findings include the folh)wing: 1986.

There is no clear correlatio n * All agencies have issued policy
between any agency's estimates statements or other written
of its training efforts on the guidance on sexual harassment
issue of sexual harassment and although the recency and
the reported incidence of content of those issuances vary
harassment in that agency. It is widely.

Through a variety of methods,
agencies believe they have

A lit (,f i igt' l t't", sun t-yt'u r , communicated their official
altachti l a., alqt'iidix 2. policies prohibiting sexual



harassment to the vast majority nonsupervisors received training
of -their employees- and that during FY 1980 through FY 1986.
employees are generally aware Exceptions include NASA and the
of the related formal complaint Departments of the Air Force and
procedures. Employee responses Labor; each of these agencies
to the 1987 MSPB questionnaire estimates it trained almost as
support that belief, many nonsupervisors as managers.

Eight agencies simply did not keep
Agency Training Is records on the number of
Minimal nonsupervisors given sexual

harassment training during the
My agency has mandatory training period.
for supervisors every year, but I know that our management staff has
employees can only get trained if their recently received training in sexual
supervisors ask for special training, harassment. I cannot recall that
We need to ensure that all employees employees have ever received the same

from department head to taborer training. I suggest that this trainingreceive the same type of training on be given to everyone.
sexual harassment. I have been with
the civil service for approximately A Survey Respondent
5 years and have yet to receive Varied emphasis on training.
training in this area. Responses indicated that a few
A Survey Respondent agencies appear to have

emphasized sexual harassment
Agencies were asked- if they had training during-FY 1980 through
developed training programs on FY 1983 more than in the years
the problem of sexual harassment. following. As an example, the
Although each agency reported Department of Labor estimated
that it had provided training on that it trained-50 percent of its
sexual -harassment, that training managers and nonsupervisors and
has generally been minimal; has 60 to 80 percent, respectively, of
focused more on managers and its personnel and EEO officials in
personnel and EEO officials than both FY 1980 and FY 1981. In-
on nonsupervisors; and in a few contrast, based on Department-of
agencies has been-given less Labor estimates for FY 1984
emphasis in recent years through FY 1986, it annually
compared to 4 to 7 years ago. trained only 2 percent of its
These points are discussed further nonsupervisors, 3 percent of its
below. supervisors, and 10 percent of its
Training length. According to personnel and EEO officials.
agency estimates, during FY 1980 Similarly, the Department of the
through FY 1986, the average Navy estimated that it trained
employee spent a total-of 1 hour 86 percent of its managers,
or less in sexual harassment 80 percent of its personnel and
training in 6 of the 22 agencies, EEO officials, and 40 percent-of
1 to 2 hours in 12 agencies, and its nonsupervisors in FY 1982,
3 to 4 hours in another 2 agencies. compared with 8 percent,
In only two agencies-the 10 percent, and 5 percent,
Departments of the Interior and respectively, in FY 1986.
the Navy-was it estimated that Other agencies (e.g., the
employees received at least 4 to -Departments of the Air Force,
8 hours of training (see fig. 4-1). State, and the Interior) estimated
Training audience. Our data that compared- to FY 1980 and
show-that the most likely FY 1981, they trained as large- or a
perpetrators as well-as victims of larger percentage of their work
harassment are nonsupervisory force in FY 1985 and FY 1986.
personnel. While agencies did The Department of State, in
provide some training to particular, estimated that in both
nonsupervisory employees, most FY 1985 and FY 1986, 75 percent
estimate that a much-greater of its managers and 100 percent of
proportion of managers and its personnel -and EEO officials

32 personnel and EEO-officials than received training on sexual



harassment and that 42 percent other guidance on this issue, every
and 60 percent of its nonsuper- agency noted that it had issued a
visory employees also received policy statement or other guidance
training in FY 1985 and FY 1986, at least once during FY 1980
respectively, through FY 1986. Not all agencies

The Board's study did not find provided the information each
any clear correlation between an year. For examl)le, the
agency's estimate of the amount Departments of the Army and
of training provided to employees Education did not release any
and the rate of alleged sexual statements or guidance during FY
harassment within that agency as 1982 through FY 1986. A review
measured by employee responses of current agency policy state-
to the MSPB questionnaire. A ments submitted in response to
number of possible reasons exist the Board's request reveals that in
for this lack of correlation. The many cases the statements were
Board's study, for example, did developed years ago and have
not attempt to judge the quality or never been updated.
the content of the training Typically, agencies distributed
provided. Nevertheless, it is their policy statements or
logical to assume that quality and guidance to all employees (21 of
content have a significant impact 22 agencies), and all agencies
on training effectiveness. It is also aene an anie
possible, given the complexity of made the information available in
the problem, that training alone their EEO and personnel offices.
cannot resolve the problem of Most also posted the material in
sexual harassment. Even so, public hallways and on office
properly structured training may bulletin boards and provided
be part of the answer. copies to employees participating

in sexual harassment training.
Policy Statements and They also used such other means Figure 4-1.
Other Guidance Reach of dissemination as:MotE poes•EEO meetings; For 22 Federal Departments
Most Employees EAnd Agencies During FY 1980
When asked whether they had * Employee newsletters; Through FY 1986, Total Length
issued policy statements 9 Federal Womens' Week Of Time An Average Employee
prohibiting sexual 1arassment or activities; Spent in Sexual Harassment

Training

3-4 Hrs.
9%
(2 of 22
Agencies) 4-8 Hrs.

9%
(2 of 22

Agencies)

1-2 Hrs.
55%
(12 of 22
Agencies)

27%
lo (6 of 22

Agencies)
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" Published standards of conduct; example, some employees said
" Segments of management their agency policy statements

training courses; and should publicize the possible
sanctions that can result from

" Orientation for new employees, sexually harassing others. Many

Employees' awareness. The respondents also suggested that
Board asked each agency to their agency policy statements
estimate the-percentage of its include definitions of the
employees the agency thought behaviors or situations that may
were-aware of its sexual constitute sexual -harassment.
harassment policy. Agencies
responded that they believe they Information on Complaint
have communicated their policy Procedures Needs More
on sexual harassment to the vast
majority of their employees. Publicity
Survey data support this The Board asked what an agency
conclusion (see fig. 4-2). Seventy- does, if anything, to inform its
one percent of Federal employees employees about complaint
are aware of established agency procedures available for reporting
policies prohibiting sexual incidents of sexual harassment. In
harassment. Approximately response, every agency said it had
24 percent did not know, and provided such information to all
5 percent did not think their employees and- most (18 of 22)
agencies-had established a policy, said they-had done this yearly
Employees' suggestions for during FY 1980through FY 1986.
refinements. Written comments Most agencies-(16 of 22)

Figure 4-2. submitted by respondents to the provided-information- about
Board's 1987 questionnaire complaint procedures by

Agency And Employee provide some useful insights. Some distributing -notices to each
Perceptions Of Agency Actions respondents -believe their agencies' employee. All-agencies made theReduce Sexual Harassment policy -statements should be more information -available in their

comprehensive and forceful. For personnel and EEO offices. Most

Possible Agency Actions Agency Responses U Employee Respondents

Establish Policies 100%

7100%

Provide Swift Investigation Of Complaints 32%

Percentage Of Employees Or
EfcPntee 59% Agencies Who State That The

" " 18% Indic ated Action Was Taken In
Enforce Penalties Against Managers n8aTheir Agency

Enforce Penalties Against Harassers 27%

Publicize Complaint Channels M 100

55%

Train Employees A 86%

Train Managers and EEO Officials _ 95

. - - I
0 20 40 60 80 100
NOTE: Agency Responses Are Those Provided To MSPB, In Writing, In Response To MSPB
Questions Addresed To The Head Of Each Agency..34



(19 of 22) also posted notices in sexual harassment complaints had
their hallways and on bulletin been filed by agency employees
boards, and all but one included during FY 1980 through FY 1986.
this information in training Given the combined population of
sessions on sexual harassment. these agencies, this is a relatively

Despite the variety of methods modest number of formal
used to distribute information complaints. My daughter and one of her
about complaint procedures, only Agencies also reported that it friends were harassed but
14 of 22 agencies estimated that took an average of 482 days to because the proper channels
as many as 75 percent to 100 process a charge of sexual were ava "able and the
percent of their nonsupervisory harassment during FY 1980 awareness was present
employees were aware of through FY 1985. 3 "Process" was immediate action was taken.
procedures available to them for defined as the average length of A Survey Respondent
handling incidents of sexual time from the date the formal
harassment. Four agencies complaint was filed to the date
estimated that only 50 percent to the case was finally disposed of.
75 percent of their nonsupervisory As shown in figure 4-3, the
employees were aware of the number of sexual harassment
procedures, and another four complaints filed by Federal
thought only 25 percent to 50 employees has increased since
percent were aware. 2 As discussed 1980. Agencies reported that
in chapter 3, however, most 73 sexual harsssment complaints
employees responding to the were filed in 1980-compared to
Board's questionnaire said they 225 in 1986.
were generally aware of the Given the length of time to
formal complaint procedures process a complaint of sexual
available in their agencies, harassment and the perception
although only 55 percent believed that some informal employee
their agencies have actually actions are perceived to be as
publicized those procedures. effective or more effective in

Agencies also provided estimates resolving an instance of sexual
of employee awareness of formal- harassment, it is not surprising
complaint procedures. Judging that relatively few victims of
from their responses, as was the harassment choose to pursue
case with training, many agencies formal remedies.
apparently focus their information
dissemination efforts on their
managers, supervisors, and Employees' Views of
personnel and EEO officials. All Agencies' Actions Are Less
but one agency estimated that
75 percent to 100 percent of their Positive Than Agencies'
EEO and personnel officials knew Views
about the complaint procedures, In the Board's 1987 questionnaire
and 18 estimated this level of and in the written questions
awareness for their managers and submitted to each agency head,
supervisors, the following possible agency

actions were listed:
Processing Formal
Complaints Averages Well ° Establishing policies prohibiting

Over 1 Year sexual harassment;
In response to the Board's inquiry, * Providing swift and thorough
the 22 largest Federal departments investigations of complaints;
and agencies reported that a ° Enforcing penalties against
combined total of 1,008 formal managers who allow sexual

harassment to continue;

2 Six of these eight agencies were the 3 FY 1986 was not included in developing
same ones that did not distribute a notice the estimate since a number of complaintV
on their complaint procedures to each filed during FY 1986 had still not been
employee and that may have caused them resolved at the time the information was 35
to be cautious in their estimates. collected from each agency.



9 Enforcing penalties against sexual harassment, publicizing

I personally know of a man sexual harassers; available formal complaint

who had four complaints filed * Publicizing availability of formal channels, and providing awareness

against hint by four different complaints channels; training for managers and EEO

women in a 1-year period, * Providing counseling services personnel do more than half the

but continued to hold the for victims of sexual tflloyceS believe that their

same job. No formal action harassment; agencies have taken these actions.
was ever taken, so he * Providing awareness training for The Board also asked the
continued to harass women employees; and agencies and employees to tell us
on the job. emProyees; an how effective they perceived each
A Survey Respondent * Providing awareness training for of the listed actions to have been

managers and EEO officials. in reducing sexual harassment.
Figure 4-2 summarizes agency From among those respondents

and employee views on whether who thought that their agency had
agencies have taken the actions taken the indicated action an(l
listed above. As can be seen, who expressed an opinion,
agency management and figure 4-4 shows the percentage
employees have different who also thought those actions
perceptions about official agency were either somewhat or very
actions taken to stop sexual effective. Their opinions in this
harassment. For example, all regard are contrasted with the
22 agencies stated they conduct official views of their agencies. As
swift investigations into sexual shown, with regard to almost
harassment complaints. Only every type of action, the agencies
32 percent of employees believe believed their efforts have been

Figure 4-3. this is true. effective. Employees agreed to a
Formal Sexual Harassment Further, only in the areas of lesser degree for each action
Complaints Flied Within The establishing policies l)rohibiting measured.
21 Largest Federal Agencies*

250

225 Number Of Complaints Filed By
The 21 Largest Federal
Departments And Agencies

200
182

154
150 140

116 118

100

73

so

1986 1985 1984 1983 1982 1981 1980
FISCAL YEARS

*Data From Environmental Protection Agency Were Not Available.
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Figure 4-4.
Agency And Employee
Perceptions Of Agency Actions
Which, Once Taken, Were
Effective In Reducing Sexual
Harassment

Agency Actions Taken Agency Responses U Employee Respondents

Establish Policies 100%
79%

Provide Swift Investigation Of Complaints 100%

74% Percentage Of
Employees Or

Enforce Penalties Against Manages 5% Agencies Who
E f eisgitM r 65% State That The

Indicated Action
Enforce Penalties Against Harassers 89% Was Taken And

22r Ple 4 72% That It Was
95% Very Or

Publicize Complaint Channel Somewhat
n73% Effective In

100% Reducing~Sexual
Train EmptoyeesSxa

76% Harassment

Train Managers And EEO Officials 100%

0 20 40 60 80 100

NOTE: Agency Responses Are Those Provided To MSPB, In Writing, In Response To MSPB
Questions Addressed To The Head Of Each Agency.
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The Cost of Sexual
Harassment

A professor of pspchology who gires has not allowed us to work a shift or
seminars on sexual harassment weekend alone or unsupervised. This
reports that the biggest problem she is being done to aroid any unwanted
encounters initially with managerial sexual attention. So, the charge has
groups is getting males to take the affected my ability to work with
subject seriously. "Hoo, hoo, " they others on the Job for more than 6

josh on entering the room, "i'm glad months.
we're getting a course on this so I can A Surtey Respondent
finally figure out how to do it." This
psychologist responds by beginning a In light of a staggering Federal
deadpan recital: "In the latest court deficit and the resultant initiatives
settlement of a sexual harassment to reduce Government spending,
case in this state, the plaint~fl's the costs incurred by sexual
employer agreed to pay her $100,000. harassment become even more
In that instance, the harasser had not critical to our analysis. As our
laid a finger upon the woman * *" survey results show, sexual
End of joshing. ! harassment has enormous and far-

reaching effects and costs (often
Summary of Findings relatively hidden) to both victims
" Sexual harassment cost the and the employing organization.

Federal Government an One obvious consequence of
estimated $267 million during harassment is the emotional stress
the study period of May 1985 suffered by the victim. Other costs
through May 1987. include the aftermath of

harassment that affects the* These figures represent the performance of the victim and the
costs of replacing employees victim's work group: loss of

who left their jobs ($36.7 productivity, lowered morale,

million); paying sick leave to absence fowrd mob
employees who missed work absence from work, and job
e$261mplios aho mised oturnover. Additionally, there is
($26.1 million); and reduced the potential for relatively high
individual and work group csst h raiaina
productivity ($204.5 million). costs to the organization as a

consequence of litigation victims

Introduction may bring.
In this chapter, we examine the

i filed a sexual harassment charge direct monetary cost to the
against a coworker approximately)1 Government of sexual harassment
gear ago. Since then my superrisor in the Federal workplace. In 1987

we asked victims whether they
had used sick leave after being

IWalter Kiechel. "The High Cost of sexually harassed, since such
Sexual larassment," Fortune, Sept. 14, leave is a direct cost to the
1987. Government. The questions



repeated from the 1980 survey recruiting and other personnel
dealt with whether victims left costs associated- with offering the
their jobs after being harassed or job to a replacement, the cost of a
experienced reduced productivity background- check on potential
after the harassment occurred. employees, and the cost of
Additionally, to gain under- training a replacement.
standing about victims' responses The Merit Systems Protection
to harassment in 1987, we asked Board's 1980 sexual harassment
for the first time whether victims study reported -that, based on data
had used annual leave or leave from the Office of Personnel
without pay after being sexually Management, it cost approximately
harassed. We also asked a $914 to fill a vacancy. To account
question similar to one used in for inflation, this amount has been
1980 concerning whether victims raised to a conservative estimate
had sought medical or counseling of $1,000. 3 Given this assumption,
assistance after being harassed. job turnover resulting from sexual
However, we do not include the harassment cost the Federal
results-of either of these questions Government a total of $36.7
in our overall cost analysis since million-$24 million for women
the leave and assistance we asked and $12.7 million for men-over
about are not direct costs to the the 2-year survey period (see table
Government. At the conclusion of 1.
the analysis on costs to the T).
Government, the emotional and These cost-estimates are
monetary costs to victims are conservative in that they assume
discussed. the first person- offered the job

accepted it; -omit the costs of

Overall Cost to the Federal having a-job vacant (e-g., work
Government not done or-overtime for otner

employees); and- omit the costs of

As mentioned earlier, sexual payroll -adjustments. The projected
harassment cost the Federal number of Federal employees who
Government an estimated $267 quit because of-sexual harassment
million-during the survey period is also conservative. The survey
of May 1985 through May 1987. was administered only to Federal
Table 1 is a listing of those costs. employees-thus excluding

Table 1.
Cost of Sexual Harassment

Cost Item Total

Million

Job Turnover ................................................... $ 36.7
Sick- Leave ..................................................... 26.1
Individual Productivity ........................................... 76.3
W ork-Group Productivity .......................................... 128.2

Total .......................................................... $267.3

Cost of job turnover. Approxi- individuals who may have left the
mately 36,647 victims left their Government as a result of
jobs during the 2-year period as a harassment.
result o uemg sexually harassed.- Cost of sick leave used. To
Losing an employee usually has an measure the dollar cost of sick
impact on at-least thre, types of leave used because of emotional
measurable costs f(,r management:

2Figures projected from victims who 'While this may seem to be a low
indicated they quit or were fired from inflation estimate, it-takes into account.
their jobs, or were transferred, or were some reduction in costs associated with tie
reassigned to a new Federal job because of greater use of automation in Federal

40 unwanted sexual attention. personnel offices.



or physical consequences of sexual estimated that the total cost of
harassment, victims were asked decline in work group productivity
how much sick leave, if any, they is $128.2 million.
used as a result of unwanted
sexual attention. Responses show Costs to Victims
that an average of 13 percent of Our purpose in this chapter is to
both male and female victims used assess costs to the Government.
sick leave after being harassed. That we do not attempt to
Based on the responses, and the quantify or otherwise assess all
average salaries of federally the many costs to victims does not
employed men and women, the mean they are less important or
approximate cost of sick leave less significant. In the following
used is $26.1 million. 4  limited analysis, we hope to

Cost of decline in individual provide at least a beginning
productivity. This report defines perspective on this important
"decline in individual topic.
productivity" to be a loss in the Victims pay all the intangible
quality or quantity of work emotional costs inflicted by anger,
performed by an individual. The humiliation, frustration,
estimates of the costs of lowered withdrawal, dysfunction in family
productivity due to sexual life, or other damage that can be Constant reminders of one's
harassment are based on victims' sexual harassment's aftermath. sten iners of mild
responses to questions concerning Victims of the most severe forms s even in terms of mild
the degree to which their of harassment, including rape, can teasing, jokes, and
productivity declined and the face not only severe emotional stereotyping, can erode a
duration of any reduction in consequences but even the woman's confidence over time
productivity.5 Based on average possibility of a life-threatening -and decrease productivity.
yearly salaries for federally disease. Some victims may leave A Survey Respondent
employed women and men, we jobs with a better career path for
estimated that reduced individual one with a poorer career path, to
productivity due to sexual escape the sexual harassment. If
harassment cost the Government victims decide to litigate, they
$76.3 million over the 2-year may bear monetary costs,
survey period. depending on the outcome.

Cost of decline in work group Only 2 percent of female victims
productivity. In 1980, victims and 3 percent of male victims
were asked whether the unwanted whom we surveyed said they had-
sexual attention they received sought medical assistance,
affected the productivity of others emotional counseling, or both as a
in their work group. Using their result of unwanted sexual
responses and average salaries of attention. While these percentages
victims, the Board estimated that are low, the 12,641 individuals
the average cost of reduced they represent in the total Federal
productivity was $110.89 per work force faced significant out-
female victim and $263.69 per of-pocket costs for that portion of
male victim. With the rise in treatment not paid for by their
average salaries for men and health insurance. We note also
women and the increase in the that in the long run, all employees
number of victims of sexual and the Government bear some of
harassment since 1980, it is now the costs of treatment in the form

of premium increases imposed by
health plans when use increases.

4Average salaries ($29,926.72 for men h

and $20,64.86 for women) are based on These averages were used to determine
data-derived from "Federal Civilian average percentages of workyears lost. This
Workforce Statistics: Occupations of figure was multiplied by the projected
Federal White-Collar and Blue-Collar number of victims for the population
Workers," published Oct. 31, 1985, by the (based on the actual number of victims
Office of Personnel Management, Office of from our survey) to determine the total
Workforce Information. amount of productivity lost by men and

,Using the responses of victims to tire women victims. These totals were then
Board's questionnaire, the average number multiplied by average salaries for men and
of (lays of reduced productivity for victims women to estimate total costs of decline in
was reduced relative to 1980 estimates, productivity. 41



Victims also bear the cost of any of sexual harassment was valued
leave they take other than sick at $25.6 million. The figures are
leave. Our survey found that even more telling when we
12 percent of both female and consider that annual leave is a
male victims used annual leave rather cherished benefit that
after being sexually harassed, and employees normally want to save
2 percent of female and 4 percent for vacation time or essential
of male victims used leave personal business-not for
without pay.6 Using average recovery from the trauma or
salaries as the base, we found that stress of sexual harassment. An
the annual leave taken as a result even more direct monetary loss to

victims is seen in the figures for
leave without pay. Using average

6 Victims vere asked to provide the salary levels and reported use by
amount of leave used, in categories ranging survey victims, employees who
from fewer than 8 hours to more than 80 said they took such leave after
hours. The responses provided more precise
estimates than "total percentage of users" being sexually harassed lost a total
could have provided, of $9.9 million in salaries.
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The Legal Imperative
to Prevent Sexual

Harassment:
A Review of Case law

Courts applied [the principle The following discussion of
that an employee's protections under important Merit Systems
Title VI extend beyond the economic Protection Board and Federal
aspects of employmentJ to harassment court decisions relating to sexual
based on race, * religion. ' harassment is not intended to be a
and national origin * * *. Nothing in complete listing of all cases. It
Title VII suggests that a hostile does. however, identify decisions
enrironment based on discriminatory on major issues relating to sexual
sexual harassment should not be harassment that were rendered
liketrise prohibited. from January 1981 through

January 1988.
Overview In the following cases the Board

Sexual harassment case law has and a Federal court recognized the

developed and broadened right of women employees and

significantly since 1981. when our women applicants to be free from
first report characterized it a. sexual harassment in Federal

limited but growing.- It has now employment: Dou'nes r. F.A.A.,
been well established that sexual 775 F.2d 288 (Fed. Cir. 1985):
harassment is sexual Henson r. City of Dundee, 682
discrimination. The Equal F.2d 897 (1 1th Cir. 1982); Bundy
Employment Opportunity r. Jackson, 641 F.2d 934 (D.C. Cir.
Commission regulations (29 C.F.R. 1981); and Jones t'. Depaxrtment of
§ 1604.11) on sexual harassment Justice, 24 M.S.P.R. 230 (1984).
have been upheld by the Supreme A number of Board and Federal
Court as a lawful regulatory court decisions have recognized
interpretation of Title VII of the the right of the employing agency
Civil Rights Act of 1964, the title to discipline employees who
that bars discrimination in engage in sexually harassing
employment on the basis of sex. behavior. These cases include:
Similarly, it is well established Carosella r. United States Postal
that sexual harassment is a S e'ice. 816 F.2d 638 (Fed. Cir.
prohibited personnel practice 1987); Hillen v. Army, 35
because Congress declared in the M.S.P.R. 453 (1987); and Vakili v.
Civil Service Reform Act that Department of Agriculture, 35
violations of Title VII were also M.S.P.R. 534 (1987).
prohibited personnel practices. :' In addition, Social Security

Administration r. Carter, 35
'M#'rit,,r Sarings 1Baznk. FIi r. Viu.,',. M.S.P.R. 485 (1987), is a case in

106 S.Ct. 2399, 2405 (1986). which the Board sustained an
This *ikcision-.11'ritor , B1athink. agency's right to discipline an

F.11 i'. Vinsi n, 106 S.'t. 2399 (19S)-ais
discusMd later in this chapter. administrative law judge for acts
:15 u.s.C. §2:102(hXIXA). of sexual harassment. In Special



Counsel v. Russell, 32 M.S.P.R. the sexual advances were
115 (1987), the Board sustained unwelcome; and
the Special Counsel's right to * Ruled that any evidence of an
independently seek to discipline alleged victim's sexually
Government employees for such provocative speech and dress
unlawful behavior. may be admitted at a trial in

defense against a sexual
Review of the Meritor harassment charge.
Decision While Meritor focuses on

This 1986 U.S. Supreme Court whether a supervisor created a
decision made both "history and hostile environment, the EEOC
headlines," in the words of the guidelines make it clear that sex-
Washington Post. Ruling in its first ual harassment by coworkers can
sexual harassment case (June 19, also violate Title VII.
1986)-the now-famous Meritor
Savings Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 106 Liability Findings and Im-
S. Ct. 2399-the Court issued a plications in Meritor
unanimous opinion saying thatsexual harassment indeed violates While the Supreme Court in

Meritor did not issue a definitiveTitle VII if it creates a hostile or rule on employer liability, the rul-
offensive environment for the in empor i mplica-
victim, regardless of whether it ing did have important implica-
-threatens the individual's job. In tions for sexual harassment
this landmark Supreme Court case initiated by supervisors. The Court
on sexual harassment, the Court: ruled-that:
" Held that the Civil -Rights Act of e Employers can, in certain cir-

1964 is not limited -to economic cumstances, be held- responsible
or tangible discrimination and for sexual harassment by their
-found that the EEOC guidelines supervisory employees;
-comprise proper guidance for 9 Employers are not necessarily
courts and litigants; insulated from that liability

" Called attention to the EEOC because they were not aware of
guidelines that include sexual harassment by their
"unwelcome sexual advances, supervisory employees; and
requests for sexual favors, and * Existence of a carefully -tailored
other verbal or physical conduct grievance procedure and- non-
of a sexual nature" as being discrimination policy which
conduct that can-violate Title specifically addresses sexual
VII, whether the injury is harassment, coupled with the
economic or noneconomic; employee's failure to use the

" Held that environmental sexual procedure, can insulate the
harassment can violate Title VII employer from liability.
if it is severe or pervasive In making these rulings, the
enough to actually affect the Supreme Court endorsed the
alleged victim's work conditions EEOC regulations that provide
and create a hostile-environ- that Federal agencies can be held
ment. However, remarks that liable for acts of sexual harass-
simply offend someone's ment-by their supervisory
feelings but are not-pervasive employees even when certain
-harassment creating-a hostile policies and procedures to prevent
environment would not violate it are-in existence.
Title VII; For-guidance on employer lia-

* Stressed that prohibited sexual bility for acts of sexual
advances are those that are harassment by coworkers and
unwelcome. Even- if the nonemployees, lower courts con-
harassing conduct results in the tinue -to look to EEOC's guidelines.
alleged victim's voluntary (not These apply general Title VII prin-
forced against the will) ciples in outlining an employer's
participation in sexual intimacy, responsibility for the conduct of
the harassment can violate Title supervisors, agents, coworkers,

44 VII; the key question-is whether and-nonemployees.



Recommendations

Many times, there was an "old boys sion and disagreement about what
network" that served to tacitly con- behaviors can constitute sexual
done or at least "look the other way" harassment. Part of this disagree-
at cases of discrimination or harass- ment may well stem from the fact
ment. This situatiom inhibitsfemale that whether an action or
employeesfrom making complaints, behavior constitutes sexual harass-
The action I took to prevent sexual ment depends not only on the in-
harassment ras to dress abnormally, tent of the person taking the
That meant I either put on more action but also on the perceptions
clothes than normal, or dressed unat- of those affected by it. Based on
tracticely and out of style. the responses to the Merit Systems
A Suney Respondent Protection Board's latest question-

naire, a considerable percentage
of Federal employees experience

Introduction unwelcome and uninvited behav-
ior of a sexual nature on the job.

This report finds that sexual It is this behavior which this
harassment remains widespread in report defines as sexual
the Federal workplace. At the harassment.
same time, agencies have estab- Based on the results of this
lished and publicized policies that study, it also appears that some
prohibit sexual harassment on the managers and employees do not
job. Overall, Federal employees take the prohibition against sexual
are aware of these policies. Agen- harassment seriously. As illus-
cies have also provided related trated by the comment below,
training to their managers and sexual harassment can be met
personnel and EEO officials, as with tolerance-tolerance that is a
well as some of their nonsuper- peculiar mix of sufferance on the
visors, so that they will under-
stand what sexual harassment is the behavior as an issue on the
and how to prevent it. other.

However, given the persistence The courts are continuing to
and pervasiveness of sexual develop and refine case law on
harassment in the Federal sexual harassment. In the process
workplace, it is clear that efforts they are leveling penalties against
to prevent it have not been suc- the men and women they find
cessful enough. Also, as the data responsible. Courts at various
presented in chapters 3 and 4 in- levels are repeatedly supporting
dicate, many employees are skep- the EEOC guidelines on sexual
tical about the efforts of their harassment as a violation of Title
agencies to deal with the problem. VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

As this report has discussed, Aggressive action to ensure that
there is still considerable confu- the Federal workplace is free from



sexual harassment is both proper Federal workplace. However, in
and in the best interests of the view of the continued high level
Government. To assist Federal of alleged sexual harassment in
agencies in this regard, we recom- the Government and increasing at-
mend the following actions. tention to the possible existence

of a "hostile environment,"
Recommendations agency training programs should

also be broadened to include the
1. Training entire work force.
Agencies should tailor their Specifically, training should:
training/educational prog,'ams * Thoroughly cover the range of
on sexual harassment toae in- possible behaviors and the cir-
dividual needs of each agency cumstances under which those
and ensure that they address behaviors may be considered
the underlying issues- discussed sexual harassment; the formal
in this report. For training efforts and informal actions for seeking
to succeed, agencies must provide relief; the right to confiden-
Federal employees with more than tiality under certain cir-

In my agency, sexual jokes, generic warnings that sexual cuistances for those alleginggestures, and are harassment is improper. It must be harassment; the prohibition
practically ea clear that certain behavior can be against reprisals; and current
perience. You learn to put up deemed illegal and that sanctions case law relevant-to sexual
with it, or you leave can and will be applied-to the harassment;
A Survey Respondent responsible parties. In addition,

howeyer, the training-should * Be provided to all employees,

strive to increase the sensitivity of including nonsupervisory per-
all parties as to the many faces of sonnel. Also, training should
sexual harassment and what can enlighten all employees on their
be done i'iformally as well as for- roles and responsibilities in
mally to reduce the incidence, preventing sexual harassment;

As an example of an-innovative * Be quickly offered to new
approach in this area, one Federal employees; and
official responsible for a large in- * Be periodically evaluated for ef-
stallation took actions-to- halt sex- fectiveness. Agencies must be
ual harassment that are similar to concerned with -both the quanti-
methods often used in -the Federal ty and quality of sexual harass-
Government to prevent alcohol ment training they offer.
and drug abuse. All managers and Managers should do a "quality
supervisors at this workplace were control" review of their training
required to take sexual-harass- efforts.
rnent training. Among -those
attending that training- were 2. Policy Statements
employees with a history-of sex-
ually harassing behavior. These Agencies should widely publicize a
latter employees were notified by detailed list of specytlc actions that
management that their attendance constitute sexual harassment, and
at training was required in a final penalties for each of the actions.
effort to eliminate their prohibited A Survey Respondent
behavior. They were informed
that further sexual harassment of Agencies should annually
others on the job would -result in a evaluate, modify, and reissue
personnel action against them- their policy statements on sex-
including possible dismissal. ual harassment. Those statements

Aiming sexual harassment train- should:

ing at managers and personnel of- * Make it clear that sexual harass-
ficials (see ch. 4) may -have been ment is against the law (see ch.
appropriate initially, considering 6) and the agency wi!l not
always-limited training resources, tolerate it;
competing needs, and- the im- * Demonstrate the agency's con-
perative for initiating training mitment to the policy by issuing
focused on a problem newly the statement under the

46 recognized as serious in the signature of the agency head;



* Define the various behaviors including managers and super-
that may constitute sexual visors, are given as complete and
harassment; this information specific information as possible.
should include a description of
activities that may create a 4. Complaint and Investigation
hostile environment (see the Procedures
EEOC's guidelines on sexual In Meritor; FSB v. Vinson the
harassment-as a form of dis- Supreme Court found that the
crimination, cited in ch. 1; see "mere existence of a grievance
also, for example, the descrip- procedure * * * and [a] policy
tions of verbal, nonverbal, and against discrimination * * * does
physical sexual harassment in not necessarily insulate the
the selection of policy state- [employer] from liability." Also,
ments published in 1987 by the the Court noted that the ema-
Bureau of National Affairs'); ployer's insulation "from liability
and might be substantially stronger if

" State the range of penalties the its [grievance] procedures were
agency can levy against the of- -better calculated to encourage
fender, from warning to dis- victims of harassment to come
missal; discuss the possibility of forward." 2

personal liability for unlawful Agencies should post prominently the
acts of harassment; and include grievance procedures available for an
reinforcing- facts such as anec- individual who wishes to-report sexual
dotal or summary information harassment.
on penalties already levied
within the agency (or in other A Survey Respondent
agencies) against sexual
harassers. Agencies should review both the

formal and informal avenues of
3. Enforcement Action redress available to employees

I know my agency provides for swift who believe they are victims of
investigations and disciplinary action sexual harassment and quickly
for sexual harassers and for super- institute any needed reforms. As
visors who allow such misconduct to a beginning, agencies should de-
continue. termine whether the process is

timely and is otherwise appro-
A Survey Respondent priate for dealing with a sexual

harassment allegation. As noted in
Agencies should establish strong Meritor, it is possible that liability
and effective-sanctions against on the part of an employer could
sexual harassment and issue be mitigated if the complaint proc-
penalties where appropriate, ess is tailored to accommodate AgglF
Agencies should, where possible, charges of sexual harassment.
publicize to all employees the In many cases, it seems that
penalties harassers face, from Agencies should review the the person harassing you
harassers who make submission a ways in which they process for- thinks he's cute and doesn't
condition or benefit of employ- mal complaints as part of a con- consider his off-color
ment to those who contribute to certed effort to reduce the remarks, etc., to be
creating an offensive or hostile number of days it takes to distasteful or unwanted.
environment, resolve such complaints. A goal Training should be provided

If policy statements treat of 120 days is reasonable. on what is appropriate

penalties only in brief, such as by Agencies should widely behavior.

giving only ranges or examples, publicize the institutionalized, A Survey Respondent
agencies should make doubly sure or formal, complaint channels
to publicize through additional available, as well as the more
means the complete array of informal actions employees may
penalties. Either way, agencies take, such as informing a super-
should ensure that all employees, visor. This publicity should clarify

the way in which employees may

'Sexual larassment: Employer Policies
and l'roblems," I'PF Survey No. 1,14, 2Meritor Savings Bank, FSB m Vinson,
Wash., DC, June 1987. 106 S. C. 2399, 2,109 (1986). 47



use the formal channels, including Each agency should have a com-
how to contact the appropriate plaint process that gives em-
persons for assistance. Agencies ployces confidence that the
should designate such personnel agency will (1) take sexual harass-
carefully, since a situation dealing ment allegations seriously, (2) han-
with a charge of sexual harass- dle -them expeditiously, (3) strive
ment is highly charged and needs for forceful and fair resolution,
to be handled by a sensitive, (4) enforce penalties against
knowledgeable person. It is par- harassers, and (5) not tolerate
ticularly important for agencies to reprisals.
be sensitive to the need to 5. Additional Prevention Efforts
designate employees of both sexes
in whom victims can confide.3  Prevention efforts could include

As noted in chapter 4, periodic random, anonymous
employees view the effectiveness surveys to determine whether sex-

of agency actions less positively ual harassment is a problem in a

than agencies view them. This given agency, department, or of-
suggests that agencies need to in- fice-within that agency. An
still more confidence in their evaluation/prevention effort could

employees with regard to agency include conducting periodic

concern about sexual harassment, followup interviews with all per-
deterinationuto euce hassnt, sonnel involved in the settlement
cdeeintiomtomr eitn of both informal and formal com-
cidence, and- commitment to

strengthening -procedures for deal- plaints. These interviews would

ing with it. allow management to assess the
current work environment of the

Ensuring that employees are ful- employees involved to ensure that
ly aware of the alternatives problems relating to that sexual
available to them if they are harassment incident were no
harassed (and the specific steps to longer extant.
follow if they choose to pursue
some type of action) can Conclusion
significantly help increase
employees' confidence in their MSPB recognizes that the com-
agencies' handling-of sexual plete absence of behaviors that
harassment. some consider sexual harassment

may not be possible. However, we
believe agency heads must make it
clear they are taking a "zero

'In Akritor, at issue was that thc bank's tolerance level" approach to sex-

complaint procedure required a sexually ual harassment in their
harassed employee to report the incident to workplaces. We also believe that
his or her supervisor. In this case, the implementation of the recommen-
alleged harasser was also the supervisor of dations in this report will result in
the woman who believed she was a victim. a significant, long-term reduction
The Court found-that this complaint proc-

ess was not tailored to accommodate the in-the incidence of sexual
person charging sexual harassment. harassment.
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Appendix 1 1987 Questionnaire

.¢tS P~o

U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
Washington, D.C. 20419

Dear Federal Co-worker:

The Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB), an independent Federal agency, is
conducting- a study of sexual harassment in the Federal workplace. This survey is
intended to-find out whether uninvited and unwelcome sexual attention is a- problem
in the Federal service and to determine what is being done about it. Our results will
be reported to the President, Congress, and made available to the public. Your
participation can make a difference.

Your name was selected in- a random sample of Federal workers. In order that the
survey reflect the true thoughts and experiences of Federal employees, it is extremely
important that all people in this scientific sample, both men and women, complete
their questionnaire. We need answers from those who have not been exposed to
sexual harassment as well as from those who have. Likewise, we need answers from
those who do not think a significant problem exists, as well as from those who do.

Your frank and honest answers will be kept strictly confidential. All answers will be
combined so that individual- responses cannot be identified.-It is essential that you do
not put your name anywhere on this booklet and do not ask anyone else to fill it out.

Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed postpaid envelope within 5

days after you receive it.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Paul D. Mahoney
Director,

Office of Policy and Evaluation

NCS Mark ReWex EH-28611.001:321



U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
Washington, D.C. 20419

SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE FEDERAL WORKPLACE:
IS IT A PROBLEM?

This is a nationwide study of sexual harassment in the Federal workplace. " ,.3 first and
second sections of this booklet ask how you feel about relationships among people who
work together. The third section asks about your own experience with sexual harassment.
The fourth section asks questions about you, such as your sex, age, and education.

You may not have to answer every question in the survey. Instructions in each of the
sections will tell you which questions to answer. Also, please use the last page of this
questionnaire to write any additional comments you may have.

We appreciate your taking-the time to complete and return this important survey.

MARKING INSTRUCTIONS REPORT REQUEST ADDRESS

If you would like a copy of the reports published
•NO. as a result of this survey, address your request to:

" Do NOT use ink or ball point-pens. U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
Room 800

* Erase completely and cleanly any 1120 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
answer you wish to change. Washington, D.C. 20419

" Do not make any stray marks

in this booklet.

" CORRECT MARK: 0 *0 0 PRIVACY ACT NOTICE

"INCORRECT MARKS: (it Collection of the requested information is
authorized by the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978 (P.L. 95-454). Your participation in this
survey is completely voluntary and none of the

N ONLY information you choose to supply will be

associated with you individually.

"2-



SECTION I

This section asks how you feel about certain types of interactions among people who
work together.
We would like to know what you would think if the following happened to you or to
someone else at work. For each beha,ior listed below, please mark ONE response for
each behavior.

YOUR RESPONSE TO BEHAVIOR

BEHAVIOR

1. Uninvited letters, telephone calls, or materials of a sexual nature.

a. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this sexual harassment?. . . 0 0 0 0 0

b. If another worker did this, would you consider this sexual harassment? . 0 0 0 0 0

2. Uninvited and deliberate touching, leaning over, cornering, or pinching.

a. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this sexual harassment?. . . 0 0 0 0 0

b. If another worker did this, would you consider this sexual harassment? . 0 0 0 0 0

3. Uninvited sexually suggestive looks or gestures.

a. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this sexual harassment?. . . 0 0 0 0 0

b. If another worker did this, would you consider this sexual harassment? . 0 0 0 0 0

4. Uninvited pressure for sexual favors.

a. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this sexual harassment?. . . 0 0 0 0 0

b. If another worker did this, would you consider this sexual harassment? . 0 0 0 0 0

5. Uninvited pressure for dates.

a. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this sexual harassment?. . . 0 0 0 0 0

b. If another worker did this, would you consider this sexual harassment? . 0 0 0 0 0

6. Uninvited sexual teasing, jokes, remarks or questions.

a. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this sexual harassment?... 0 0 0 0 0]

b. If anoth.cr orkr did this, would you consider this sexual harassment? 0.. 0 C

"3"



7. If you have worked outside of the Federal Government, would you say that there is more or less

unwanted sexual attention in non-Federal jobs?

0 1 have never held a non-Federal job.
O There is more on non-Federal jobs.
o There is about the same in Federal and non-Federal jobs.
O There is less on non-Federal jobs.
o I don't know.

8. In your opinion, Is sexual harassment In the Federal Government more or less of a problem than it was
5 years ago?

o It was never a problem.
o It is much more of a problem.
o It is more of a problem.
o It is about the same.
o It is lc'qs of a problem.
o It is r:.ch less of a problem.
o Don't know/can't judge.

9. We want to know (A) whether you think the following possible formal actions are available to those
who have been sexually harassed and (B) If the actions would be effective In helping those employees.
For each action listed below, please mark ONE response for each action.

A THIS ACTION IS B. HOW EFFECTIVE WOULD THIS
AVAILABLE IN ATO E
MY AGENCY

AC1ONS
0~ ~ 0

a. Requesting an investigation by
my agency ............... 0 0 0 

b. Requesting an investigation by
an ou.1:-1e agency ........... 0 0 0

c. Filing a grievance or adverse
action appeal ................ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

d. Filing a discrimination
complaint .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

e. Filing a complaint through

harassment complaints ....... 10 1 '0 1 0 10 0 0 1 0 1

10. My agency makes reasonable efforts to stop sexual harassment. Mark one response.
o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o No opinion
o Agree
0 Strongly agree

-4-



I SECTION 11

In this section, we would like your views on what actions you consider useful in reducing
any sexual harassment which may occur in the workplace.

11 In most cases, which of the following do you think are the most effective actions for employees to take
to make others stop bothering them sexually? Mark ali that apply.

0 Ignoring the behavior.
0 Avoiding the person(s).
0 Asking or telling the person(s) to stop.
0 Threatening to tell or telling other workers.
0 Reporting the behavior to the supervisor or other officials.
0 Filing a formal complaint.
0 There is very little that employees can do to make others stop bothering them sexually
o None of the above.

12. In your opinion, (A) has your agency taken any of the following actions in an effort to reduce sexual
harassme-t which may have occurred in your workplace, and if so, (B) how effective has each action
been?

A. MY AGENCY B. HOW EFFECTIVE HAS THIS
TOOK THIS ACTION BEEN?

ACTION
(Mark one response

for each acion)

ACTION -o

a. Establishing policies prohib-
iting sexual harassment. 0 - 0 0 0

b. Providing swift and thorough
investigations of complaints.. 0 ' 00 0 0

c. Enforcing penalties against
managers who allow that -
behavior to continue...... .0 0 0 0 0 0

d. Enforcing penalties against
sexual harassers. ....... 0 0' 0 0

e. Publicizing availability of
formal complaint channels... 0 0 0 0 0

f. Providing counseling
servC~ic fo '-tims1'3 of Sexual
harassment ........... 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0

g. Providing awareness training
for employees .......... 00 0 - 0 ,( 0 O( 0

h. Providing awareness training for
managers and EEO officials .... 0 " 0 0 _ 0 '& 0 0

i. Other ..... ... ..... 0 0 .. O.. 0 Ji0 0
"5-



SECTION III

This section asks about any experience you may have had with uninvited and unwaned
sexual attention on the job from persons of either sex.

13. How often have you recel ed any of the following uninvited and unwanted sexual attention during the
lasl 24 months from someone where you work in the Federal Government? Mark one response for each
attention.

/ Frequency In the Last

~24 Months

UNINVITED SEXUAL ATTENTION / ,

a. Actual or attempted rape or assault ...................... 0 0 0 0 0

b. Unwanted pressure for sexual favors ..................... 0 0 0 0 0

c. Unwanted deliberate touching, leaning over, cornering, or pinching. 0 0 0 0 0

d. Unwanted sexual looks or gestures ...................... 0 0 0 0 0

e. Unwanted letters, telephone calls or materials of a sexual nature... 0 0 0 0 0

f. Unwanted pressure for dates ........................... 0 0 0 0 0

g. Unwanted sexual teasing, jokes, remarks or questions ......... 0 0 0 0 0

If you have not received any uninvited sexual attention in the last 24 months, go to
Section IV on page 10.

If uninvited and unwanted sexual attention has happened to you in the Federal
Government within the last 24 months, select the one experience that is either the most
recent or that had the greatest effect on you and answer the questions in this section in
terms of that one experience.

14. Is the experience you are about to describe the most recent one or the one that had the greatest effect
on you? Mark all that apply.

O This was my only experience.
o This was my most recent experience.
o This was the experience that had the greatest effect on me.
O This experience is still continuing.

15. Did this experience take place where you now work or on a different Federal job?
0 This experience took place on the job where I now work.
O This experience took place on a different job in the Federal Government.



16. During any particular experience, a person may receive more than one kind of unwanted sexual
attention. During the experience you describe here, which of the following happened to you?
Mark all that apply.

O Actual or attempted rape or sexual assault.
o Unwanted pressure for sexual favors.
O Unwanted and deliberate touching, leaning over, cornering, or pinching.
o Unwanted sexually suggestive looks or pressures.
O Unwanted letters, telephone calls, or materials of a sexual nature.
O Unwanted pressure for dates.
O Unwanted sexual teasing, jokes, remarks, or questions.

17. How often did the unwanted sexual attention occur? Mark one response.
O Once
o Once a month
o 2 to 4 times a month
O Every few days
o Every day

18. How long did this unwanted sexual attention last? Mark one response.
O Less than 1 week
o 1 to 4 weeks
o 1 to 3 months
o 4 to 6 months
O More than 6 months

19A. What action(s) did you take in response to 19B. For each action that you took, what effect did
this unwanted sexual attention? Mark all that it have? Mark one response for each action
app!y that you took.

B. Effect of
See Question 19B at right Action

0 -

ACTION A. I Took
This Action Z?

a. I ignored the behavior or did nothing ....................... 0 0

b. I avoided the person(s) ................................. 0 0 0 0

c. I asked/told the person(s) to stop .......................... 0 0 0 0

d. I threatened to tell or told others .......................... 0 0 0 0

e. i reported the benavior zo ine supervisor or otner officials ........ .. 0 0 0

f. I made a joke of the behavior ............................ 0 0 0 0

g. I went along with the behavior ........................... 0 0 0 0

h. I transferred, disciplined, or gave a poor performance rating to the person ..... 0 0 0 0

i. I did something other than the actions listed above ............ 0 0 0 0
(Please explain on page 12.)

-7-



20. Did any of the following changes happen in your work situation as a result of the unwanted sexual
attention? Mark all that apply.

o My working assignments or conditions got worse.
o I was denied a promotion, step increase, good performance rating, or reference.
o I was reassigned or fired.
o I transferred or quit to take another job.
o I quit without having another job.
O My working conditions got better.
O I received a promotion, step increase, good performance rating or reference.
o No changes occurred in my work situation.

21. Did you take any formal actions?
o No-Go to Question 24.
o Yes

22A. What formal actions did you take? 22B. For each action that you took, mark one
Mark all that apply. response for each action you t6oK.

B. Effect of /
See Question 22B at right Action

ACTION A. I TookThis Action / ''/,

a. I requested an investigation by my organization ............. . . 0 0 0

b. I requested an investigation by an outside agency .............. 0 0 0 0

c. I filed a grievance or adverse action appeal ................... 0 0 0 0

d. I filed a discrimination complaint or lawsuit .................. 0 0 0 0

e. Other (please explain on page 12) ...................... 0 0 0 0

f. None of the above. Mark here e, 0 Go to Question 24.

23. How did your agency's management respond to the formal action you took? Mark all that apply.
o I did not take formal action.
o Found my charge to be true.
o Found my charge to be false.
o Corrected the damage done to me.
o Took action against the person who bothered me.
o Were hostile or took action against me.
o Agency did nothing.
o The action is still being processed.
o I don't know whether management did anything.

24. What were your reasons for not taking any formal actions? Mark all that apply.
o 1 did take formal actions.
o i did not know what actions jo iake.
o 1 saw no need to report it.
o did not want to hurt the person who bothered me.
0 1 was too embarrassed.
0 1 did not think anything would be done.
o 1 thought it would take too much time and effort.
0 1 thought that it would be held against me oir that I would be blamed.
0 1 thought that it would make my work situation unpleasant.

"8-



25. How did the unwanted sexual attention affect you? For each statement listed below, mark the response
which best describes how you were affected:

How You
Were Affected

4,

at0

STATEMENT.%

a. My feelings about work .................................... 0 0 0

b. My emotional or physical condition ............................ 0 0 0

c. My ability to work with others on the job ........................ 0 0 0

d. The quality of my work .................................... 0 0 0

e. The quantity of my work .................................... 0 0 0

f. My time and attendance at work .............................. 0 Oj

26. Was the person(s) who sexually bothered you: Mark all that apply.
o Your immediate supervisor(s) 0 Your subordinate(s)
0 Other higher level supervisor(s) 0 Other employee(s)
0 Your co-worker(s) 0 Other or unknown

27. How long have/had you worked at the agency where the incident occurreJ? Mark one response.
0 Less than 6 months 0 2 to 5 years
0 6 months to 1 year 0 5 years or more
0 1 to 2 years

28. Did you receive eithar medical assistance or emotional counseling as a result of the unwanted sexual
attention? Mark one response.

0 Yes, I received medical assistance.
0 Yes, I received emotional counseling.
0 Yes, I received both medical assistance and emotional counseling.
0 No, but emotional counseling may have been helpful.
0 No, but medical assistance may have been helpful.
0 No, I did not need either medical assistance or emotional counseling.

29. If you used any sick leave as a result of the unwanted sexual attention please Indicate approximately
how much sick leave you used. Mark one response.

0 I took no sick leave as a result of the unwanted sexual attention.
0 1 used 8 hours or less.
0 1 used between 9 and 16 hours.
0 I used between 17 and 40 hours.
0 I used between 41 and 80 hours.
0 I used more than 80 hours.

30. If you used any annual leave as a result of the unwanted sexual attention, please indicate approximately
how much annual leave you used. Mark one response.

0 I took no annual leave as a result of the unwanted sexual attention.
0 1 used 8 hours or less.
0 I used between 9 and 16 hours.
0 I used between 17 and 40 hours.
0 1 used between 41 and 80 hours.
0 I used more than 80 hours.
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31. Did you use leave without pay as a result of the unwanted sexual attention? Mark one response.
O 1 took no leave without pay as a result of the unwanted sexual attention.
0 1 used 8 hours or less.
0 1 used between 9 and 16 hours.
0 1 used between 17 and 40 hours.
0 1 used between 41 and 80 hours.
0 1 used more than 80 hours.

32. In comparison to your normal job performance, was your productivity (i.e., either how much work you
did or how well you did It) affected by the unwanted sexual attention? If so, please indicate the extent
your productivity was affected. (In responding to this question do not count time lost due to use of sick
or annua! leave.) Mark one response.

o My productivity was not reduced-Go to Question 34.
o My productivity was slightly reduced (i.e., 10% or less).
o My productivity was noticeably reduced (i.e., 11-25%).
o My productivity was markedly reduced (i.e., 26-50%).
o My productivity was dramatically reduced (i.e., more than 50%).
o Don't know/Can't judge-Go to Question 34.

33. If you said that your productivity was reduced, how long did this reduction continue? Mark one

response.

o Less than 1 week
o 1 week to 1 month
o 1 to 3 months
o 4 to 6 months
o More than 6 months
o Don't know/Can't judge

SECTION IV

This section asks about your work setting. If you responded to Section III (if you received
unwanted sexual attention), please answer these questions in terms of the job where the
incident occurred. If you did not complete Section III, please answer these questions in
terms of your present job.

34. Recently, women have been taking jobs that mostly men did in the past and men have been moving into
jobs held mostly by women. For example, there are now more female airplane mechanics and male
nurses. Are you one of the first of your sex in your job?

O No
0 Yes

35. How long have you been a Federal employee?
0 Less than 1 year 0 16 to 20 years
0 1 to 5 years 0 21 to 25 years
0 6 to 10 years 0 26 to 30 years
0 11 to 15 years 0 31 years or more

36. Is your immediate supervisor:
0 Male
0 Fema!e

37. Are the people you work with during a normal workday:
0 All men
0 More men than women
o Equal numbers of men and women
0 More women than men
0 All women
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Appendix 2
The 22 Largest Federal
Departments and
Agencies
1. Department of Agriculture 12. Department of Labor
2. Department of the Air Force 13. Department of the Navy

3. Department of the Army 14. Office of Personnel Management
4. Department of Commerce 15. Department of State
5. Department of Defense 16. Department of Transportation
6. Department of Education 17. Department of the Treasury
7. Department of Energy 18. Environmental Protection
8. Department of Health and Agency

Human Services 19. General Services Administration
9. Department of Housing and 20. National Aeronautics and Space

Urban Development Administration
10. Department of Interior 21. Small Business Administration
11. Department of Justice 22. Veterans Administration
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38. What Is your pay category or classification? Mark one response.
o General Schedule (GS, GM, GG, GW, etc.) 0 Executive (SES, ES, ST, EX, etc.)
o Wage system (WG, WS, WL, WD, WN, etc.) 0 Other

39. What is your pay grade? For example GS-5, WG-9. Mark one response.
01-4 013-15
05-8 0 15 and over (or SES)
09-12

40. How would you describe your job? Mark one response.
0 Trainee 0 Professional/technical
0 Blue collar/service 0 Administration/management
0 Office/clerical 0 Other

41. Are you a supervisor who gives performance ratings to other employees?
0 Yes
O No

. Section V

This section asks for Information we need to help us with the statistical analysis of the survey.

42. What is the highest level of education that you have completed? Mark only ONE.
0 Less than a high school diploma. 0 Graduated from college (B.A., B.S.
0 High school diploma or GED or some other bachelor's degree).

(Graduate Equivalency Diploma). 0 Some graduate school.
0 High school diploma plus some technical 0 Graduate or professional degree.

training or apprenticeship.
0 Some college.

43. What Is your age?
0 16-19 0 35-44
0 20-24 0 45-54
0 25-34 0 55 or older

44. What is your marital status?
0 Single 0 Divorced or Separated
0 Married 0 Widowed

45. What is your sex?
0 Male
0 Female

46. In which agency do you work?
0 Agriculture 0 Labor
0 Commerce 0 National Aeronautics and Space

Defense Administration
0 Air Force 0 Office of Personnel
0 Army Management
0 Navy 0 Small Business Administration
0 Other DoD 0 State, AID, or ICA

0 Education 0 Transportation
0 Energy 0 Treasury
0 Environmental Protection Agency 0 Veterans Administration
0 General Services Administration 0 Other
0 Health and Human Services
0 Housing and Urban Development
0 Interior
0 Justice
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47. In the space provided below, please suggest actions (other than those already In place) agencies could
take to reduce the problem of sexual harassment.

OTHER COMMENTS
If you have any other comments, please write them here. If you need more space,
please attach additional sheets of paper.

THIS COMPLETES THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
Please use the enclosed, postage paid envelope to return your completed questionnaire. If pre-
printed envelope is unavailable, return form to:

MSPB Survey Processing Center
P.O. Box 4199
Iowa City, Iowa 52244-4199

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
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